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COMBUSTIONINORGANICTRANSFORMATIONS

1.0 EXECUTIVESUMMARY

1.1 Task 1: Predictionof Fly Ash ParticleSize and Composition

Two models have been developedto predict fly ash particle size and
compositionfrom initialcoal composition: I) a stochasticmodel, "ATRANI,"
which combines coal inorganicsin a random manner and outputs a predictedfly
ash particle size and composition;and 2) an expert system model, "ASHPERT,"
which gives a first-orderestimate of fly ash size and composition,relying
heavilyon a large empiricaldatabase. Both models input data obtained
throughcomputer-controlledscanning electronmicroscopy (CCSEM),chemical
fractionation,bulk elementalcomposition,and proximateanalyses.

The stochasticmodel ATRANI has been modifiedand automated. It is used

to predict the partitioningof inorganicsduring combustionand incorporatesa
mass balancing algorithmto extend its use to lower-rankcoals. Three coals
were used for testingand modificationof the existingmodel: Eagle Butte,
Kentucky #9, and a blend of Eagle Butte (70%) and Kentucky .#9(30%). The
predictedEagle Butte fly ash containeda largeramount of nucleatedsubmicron
particlesdue to the large amount of organicallyassociatedconstituents
present in the coal. Experimentalfly ash producedusing particleresidence
times and temperaturesassociatedwith foulingand slaggingconditionsin a
boilerwas generated from the coals in order to compareexperimentaland
predictedfly ash compositionand size. Slaggingconditions includeshorter
particle residencetimes and higher gas temperaturesat the point of
collectionthan foulingconditions. The CCSEM mineralphase compositionof
the experimentalblend fly ash compared fairly well with that of the predicted
compositions. Particle-sizedistributions(PSD) of the experimentaland
predictedfly ash also compared fairly well.

The ASHPERT databasewas increasedto include45 coals and ashes. The
fly ash included in the ASHPERTdatabase no longerneeds to be exclusively
drop-tubefurnace (DTF)-generated,but can also originatefrom pilot- or full-
scale combustion sources. Also includedfor each coal in ASHPERT is
proximate/ultimateand chemicalfractionationdata (if a low-rankcoal).
X-ray fluorescence(XRF) elementalcompositiondata are also includedfor both
the coal and the fly ash. The mineral particle-typeclassificationprogram
MINER has also been incorporatedinto ASHPERT. This additionconsiderably
enhancesthe applicabilityof ASHPERT in other areas of combustionmodeling.

1.2 Task 2: Laboratory-ScaleCombustionTesting

A synth,Tticcoal containingpyrite and kaolinitewas producedand
combust_.d"n the Energy and EnvironmentalResearchCenter (EERC)DTF. Fly ash
was col'i,%tedand analyzedusing CCSEM to examineinteractionsbetweenmineral
species. The resultsfor previous sodium-silica-sulfurand calcium-silica-
sulfur are presentedalong with the pyrite-kaolinitesystem data. The results
obtainedare as follows:

• The Na(org.)-Si-Ssystem exhibits interactionbetween speciesat 900°C
to produce sodium sulfate-silicatephases;above 900%, silica



dominates due to the loss of sodium and sulfur by devolatilization and
decomposition. The PSDof the fly ash decreased with increasing
temperature as the result of either char fragmentation or the loss of
low melting point sodium silicate or sulfate species which tend to
"glue" or cause coalescence of the ash particles.

• The Ca(org.)-Si-S and Ca(min.)-Si-S systems exhibit interactions,
primarily between calcium and silica, throughout the 900° to 1500°C
temperature range. Unlike the Na(org.)-Si-S system, the calcium-
containing system exhibited increased levels of Ca silicates with
increasing temperatures. This is primarily due to the lower
volatility of calcium as compared to sodium, allowing for more calcium
to be retained on the char particle during combustion. Someanhydrite
was formed, but was probably the result of SO2reacting with the
surface of the calcium or quartz grains in the cooling zone of the ash
quench probe. Particle agglomeration was seen at the highest
temperature studied for the Ca(org.)-Si-S and Ca(min.)-Si-S systems.

• Interaction between ash components occurs over a broader temperature
range for calcium-containing ash than for organic sodium-containing
ashes. However, softening and rounding of the particles occur at
lower temperatures for the sodium-containing ash.

• An enhanced rate of carbon conversionwas observedfor the Ca(org.)-
Si-S over that of the Ca(min.)-Si-Sat 900°C. This is in agreement
with previous studiesshowingthe catalyticeffect of organically-
bound calciumduring combustion.

,, The Ca(org.)-Si-Sand Ca(min.)-Si-Ssystemsgive generallysimilar
compositionaldiagramsover the temperaturerange examined,except for
the scarcityof calcium-sulfurspeciesin the Ca(org.)-Si-Ssystem.

• The Fe(min.)-Al-Si system loses nearly all the sulfur from the pyrite
at 900°C, leaving kaolinite and iron oxide. The system shows only a
small degree of interaction between the kaolinite and iron until
1500°C, when an increased amount of iron aluminosilicate components
form.

Combustion testing in the EERCDTF was completed for an Eagle Butte
(70%)/Kentucky #9 (30%) coal blend. Approximately i000 pounds of blended coal
was prepared. Coal analyses revealed that the blending operation was quite
successful since the physical and chemical parameters measured for the blend
are each equivalent to weighted averages of the components in the parent
coals. The blend was combusted in the DTF at a gas temperature of 1500°C.
Short residence time chars and a carbon-free fly ash were produced in the DTF.
Fly ash that was generated from the Eagle Butte/Kentucky #9 blend was
collected on a bulk filter and also aerodynamically size-segregated in a six-
stage multicyclone. The fly ash revealed very little interaction between the
mineral components of the two different coals. Viscosity distributions of
liquid phases in the fly ash under slagging conditions for the blend were
intermediate between that of a weighted average of the parent fly ashes and
the Kentucky #9. The base deposit of the blend grown under slagging
conditions was effectively the same as that of the Kentucky #9. Viscosity
distributions of the main portion of the deposits grown under fouling



conditions were similar for the blend and the parent coals. Iron-rich
particles derived from the pyrite in the Kentucky #9 coal experienced only
limited interaction with aluminosilicates, most of which had sources in the
Kentucky #9.

1.3 Task 3: Development of Analytical Methods

A round-robin CCSEManalysis has been initiated involving the following
seven laboratories: EERC, Ames Laboratory at Iowa State University, Sandia
National Laboratory, the University of Kentucky, the R.J. Lee Group, the
Netherlands Energy Research Center, and CSIROof Australia. In order to
design the round-robin, information was gathered from each of the
participating domestic laboratories regarding their CCSEMsystems. The EERC
then prepared a detailed protocol describing scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) system configuration for analysis of standard coals and sent the
protocol together with sample sets to the participating laboratories. Three
Argonne National Laboratory premium coals are being considered for round-robin
use including lllinois #6, Pittsburgh #8, and Wyodak. The results of the
round-robin testing will be used to initiate standardization of the CCSEM
technique.

A correction for improving the accuracy of CCSEMelemental compositions
was devised. This procedure involves the extraction of k-ratios during
acquisition of raw CCSEMdata, followed by correction of these k-ratios for
atomic number (Z), absorption (A), and fluorescence (F) effects. This is
called a ZAF correction and results in more accurate quantitative chemistries
of individual fly ash particles or coal minerals. Three bituminous coals and
five ashes were analyzed using the CCSEM-ZAFtechnique. To determine the
accuracy of the CCSEM-ZAFtechnique, coal and ash compositions determined
through CCSEMwere compared to bulk compositions as measured using XRF.
Results indicate the CCSEM-ZAFdata require corrections for Ca, Mg, and Si,
because these elements occur in significant concentrations in the submicron-
size fraction. In the future, appropriate corrections will be made using
results obtained through mass balance calculations and through analysis of
individual submicron particles. These two techniques are described separately
below.

Particle-by-particle scanning electron microscope (PBPSEM)analysis has
been refined into a fully automated technique. It uses advanced image
analysis together with the standard CCSEMprocedure to yield the size and
composition of coal minerals on an individual particle basis. PBPSEMgreatly
enhances ash formation and deposition models by providing much more
comprehensive coal input data. The PBPSEMprogram uses completely automated
digital image acquisition, processing, and image segmentation. This is a
major advance over the semiautomated program described earlier (I). In
PBPSEM,the major operating parameter affecting the sizing and location of
particles is the determination of the difference between coal and minerals in
the grey-level histogram. The method currently used for determining this
difference works well for homogeneous systems. The present emphasis is on
developing a technique to evaluate the reproducibility of grey-level
histograms in heterogeneous coal systems and also on developing ways of
improving the distinction between the different components in the system.
Testing of the PBPSEMmethod continues, with the goal of expanding its
applicability.



A method has been devised to balancethe mass of organicallyand
mineralogicallyassociatedinorganicsin coal so that their sum equals the
total ash contentof the coal. An algorithmto determinethe distributionof
organicallyassociatedinorganicswas createdusing CCSEM, chemical
fractionation,and XRF data. The inorganicsare divided into soluble
minerals, insolubleminerals, organicallyassociatedinorganics,and insoluble
submicronminerals. The techniquewas modified to better estimatethe amount
of submicronsilica. The mass balancingtechniquewas tested on the Kentucky
#9, Eagle Butte, and Kentucky #9/Eagle Butte blend coals. Kentucky#9
contained littleorganicallyassociatedmaterial,whereas the Eagle Butte coal
had large amountsof organicallyassociatedcalciumand magnesium. The
quantityof organicallybound material in the Kentucky#9/EagleButte blend
was intermediatebetweenthat of the two parent coals.

A new technique,termed scanningelectronmicroscopywith image analysis
(SEM-IA),was developedfor analysis of individualsubmicronash particles.
SEM-IA provides data similarto that of the CCSEM techniquefor I- to 100-/Im-
diameter particles. A freeze-drieddispersionmethod was developedas an
alternativesamplepreparationtechnique. Using this method, ash particles
are suspendedin propanol and dispersed onto pieces of vitreous carbon
measuringapproximatelyI cm2. Freeze-dryingmaintainsan adequateseparation
between particles,as required for SEM-IA. During analysis,size measurements
of the individualparticlesare not made in real time as they are in CCSEM,
but only after a large number of duplicateimagesof a sample field of view
have been acquiredand averagedto removenoise. This additionalimage
processing step is necessaryto obtain accuratesize measurementsfor the
smallestparticles. The image-averagingabilityof the SEM-IA technique
provides size and compositiondistributiondata for particleswith diameters
an order of a magnitudesmallerthan those that can be analyzedby CCSEM, or
approximatelyO.1-pm minimum diameter.

2.0 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The aim of this projectwas to achievean overallunderstandingof the
physical and chemicalchangesthat occur in the inorganicmatter of coal
during combustionby developing a means to predictthe state (vapor,liquid,
or solid),composition,and size of the inorganicmaterial at any point in a
combustionsystem,given the coal compositionand combustionconditions. The
work was divided into three tasks.

Task I involveddevelopingexpert systemsto predictfly ash composition
and size from initialcoal characteristicsusing two approaches. The first is
a stochasticmodel, "ATRANI,"that simulatesthe coalescence,fragmentation,
and decompositionof initialcoal mineralsduring their transformationto fly
ash particles. The second model, "ASHPERT,"produces a first-orderestimate
of fly ash size and compositionthat can easily be integratedwith other
expert systems. Data for use in ASHPERTwere generatedin the Pittsburgh
Energy TechnologyCenter (PETC)mineralmatter programsat the EERC for 45
test coals and ashes. Inorganiccomponentswere measured for the coals and
ashes. CCSEM and chemicalfractionationwere used to determinethe
association,size, composition,and juxtapositionof the inorganiccomponents.
All of these data are used by ASHPERT to predictthe size and compositionof
ash particlesbased on coal compositionand combustionconditions.



Task 2 involveslaboratory-scaletestingof the physical and chemical
changes of inorganicphases during combustion. Chars and ashes were examined
to determinetheir bulk composition,phase distribution,and morphology. Data
were obtainedusing SEM and electronmicroprobe analysis (EMA), XRF, and x-ray
diffraction(XRD). The goal was to track the transformationof inorganic
constituentsof representativecoals at variousdegreesof coal particle
burnout until fly ash was produced. The DTF systemwas used to producechars
at variousdegrees of burnout and, ultimately,a carbon-freefly ash. Model
mineral/coalmixtureswere also produced and combustedto examine some of the
transformationsin detail. The databasegeneratedin this task was used to
formulatethe predictivemodels describedunder Task I.

Task 3 involvesdevelopmentof CCSEM methods for determiningthe size,
composition,and juxtapositionof mineralgrains in pulverized coals. An
additionalaspect of this task is the extensionof CCSEM methods to submicron
minerals and fly ash particles. Properdeterminationof the inorganic
componentsin coal is an essentialrequirementin understandingand ultimately
predictingthe transformationsof inorganiccomponentsduring coal combustion.
To obtain a more complete understandingof the coal compositions,chemical
fractionationwas used to measure the abundanceof organicallyassociated
inorganicconstituentsin the lower-ranksubbituminousand bituminouscoals.

During the past three years, the projecthas focused on developing
consistentand quantitativetechniquesfor analyzingthe inorganiccomponents
of coals, chars, and fly ash. This emphasis is essentialbecausethe fate of
inorganicmatter during combustioncannot be predictedaccuratelywithoutthe
availabilityof consistentand reliabledata. In conjunctionwith the above
three tasks is an ongoing effort to evaluateall data for precisionand
accuracy. A furthergoal of the qualitycontroleffort is to obtain fully
quantitative,standardizeddata. Quality-controlmeasureswere appliedto
coal and ash characterizationdata as well as to char and fly ash formation
tests in the DTF.

2.1 Task I: Predictionof Fly Ash ParticleSize and Composition

The objectivesof the fly ash particle size and compositionprediction
task were as follows:

i. Develop an algorithmwhich will allow for the addition of organically
bound inorganicsto the stochasticmodel ATRANI.

2. Characterizecoal inorganicsin Eagle Butte, Kentucky #9 and Eagle
Butte/Kentucky#9 blend coals using CCSEM and chemical fractionation.
These data were used to operatethe mechanisticstochasticmodel for
fly ash particle size and compositionprediction.

3. Generate experimentalfly ash under slaggingand foulingconditions
for comparisonwith stochasticpredictions.

4. Enhancethe ASHPERTdatabase to includeCCSEM data for 45 coals and

correspondingfly ash samples. Includeadditionalinformationsuch
as XRF and proximate/ultimatedata.



2.2 Task 2: Laboratory-Scale Combustion Testing

The objectives of the laboratory-scalecombustiontestingwere as
follows:

i. Production,characterizationand combustiontestingof synthetic
coal/charmodel mixtures for the purposeof studyinginorganic
transformationsin systemslimited in inorganicconstituents. The
systems studied included:

a. Sodium-silica-sulfur(simulationof organicallybound Na).
b. Calcium-silica-sulfur(simulationof organicallybound Ca).
c. Calcium-silica-sulfur(mineral-boundCa as calcite).
d. Iron-aluminosilicate(using pyrite and kaolinite).

2. Combust well-characterizedEagle Butte and Kentucky#9 parent coals
and a 70% Eagle Butte/30%Kentucky #9 blend in order to determinethe
transformationsof inorganiccomponents.

2.3 Task 3: Developmentof AnalyticalMethods

The objectives of the analyticalmethodsdevelopmenttask during this
year were as follows:

I. Begin an interlaboratoryround-robinCCSEM analysisof preparedcoal
samples.

2. Evaluate the accuracyof the ZAF correctionmethod for CCSEM data.

3. Develop a PBPSEM,a new CCSEM method which uses image analysisto
characterizecoal minerals on a particle-by-particlebasis.

4. Determine the amount of mineral versus organicallybound inorganic
matter in three coals using a mass balancingprocedure.

5. Extend automatedSEM analysismethods to submicronparticles,and
evaluate by comparisonwith standardCCSEM results.

3.0 TASK I: Predictionof Fly Ash ParticleSize and Composition

3.I Introduction

The key to developinga model to predict the compositionand size of fly
ash is a well-establisheddatabase of coal mineral and correspondingfly ash
data for coals of varied ranks. In order to understandthe physicaland
chemical transformationsthat occur during combustion,it is particularly
importantto have sufficientquantitativedata on the inorganiccontentof
coal and fly ash. Mineral and ash characterizationresultswere used to
establish a foundationfor model developmentand verification. Data were
obtained using SEM and electronmicroprobe techniquesalong with standard
inorganicanalysis.



3.2 Equipment and Procedures

Most of the characterizationof coal minerals and the correspondingash
was performedusing CCSEM. The techniqueis discussedbelow in the sectionon
Task 3, Developmentof AnalyticalMethods. CCSEM yields size and composition
informationfor discreteminerals and ash particles. Chemicalfractionation
was used to measurethe finely dispersedminerals and organicallybound
inorganicsthat are beyond the detection limits of the SEM (2). Another
technique used for analyzingjust the fly ash is scanningelectronmicroscopy
point count (SEMPC),which yields ZAF-correctedchemistries,but does not
includesize data. The method and accessorydata-processingsoftwarewere
developed at the EERC. SEMPC involvesmicroprobeanalysisof about 250 random
points in a polishedcross-sectionedsample and is used to determinethe
relative abundanceof phases in ashes and deposits (3). Data for each point
are transferredto a computerfile for later processing,includingcalculation
of molar and weight ratios of elements. Using these ratios,points with
compositionsof known phases (commonto ashes and coal minerals)are
identifiedand counted. The software also determinesthe proportionof
unknowns,those for which there are no known phases correspondingto the
chemical composition. For this study, it was assumedthat the unknownphases
were amorphous. The averagechemistryof all points is calculatedfor each
sample in order to obtain a bulk composition.

3.3 PredictiveModel for Fly Ash Size and Composition

3.3.1 Introduction

Two models have been developed at the EERC for use in predictingfly ash
particle size and compositionfrom CCSEM analysesof coal. Both models are
phenomenological,requiringdetailed coal input data and empiricallyderived
knowledgeof inorganictransformationphenomenaoccurringduring combustion.
The first model, "ATRANI,"is stochasticand simply combines initialcoal
inorganicsin a random manner in order to predict the resultantfly ash
particle size and composition. The acronym is derived by shorteningthe
phrase "ash transformation"and adding the number "I" to indicatefuture
refinementsand modificationsof the code. ATRANI is consideredstochastic
because it randomlycombinesdata from coal mineral analysesto produce
predictionsof fly ash compositions. The model does not operate in a
completely randommanner in that associationsamong coal minerals (i.e.,
locked vs. liberated)influencethe predictions. The secondmodel, "ASHPERT,"
is an expert systemyielding a first-orderestimate of fly ash size and
composition. Both models are designed to emulatepulverizedcoal combustion
and, hence, use data derivedfrom coals ground to 70%-80%-200 mesh.

3.3.2 Experimental

Both ATRANI and ASHPERTuse CCSEM data as their primaryinput regarding
the identity,chemistry,size, quantity,and mineral-to-coalassociation
(lockedor liberated)of the minerals. Data are requiredon an individual-
particle basis in order to model transformationsand interactionsbetween
individualmineralslocked within and liberatedfrom coal particles. CCSEM
data provide all of the above parametersfor mineralsgreater than I /jmin
averagediameter,whereaschemical fractionationresultsare used for informa-
tion on organicallybound inorganicsor minerals less than I p_nin size.



Fly ash was generated in a vertical laminar-flow furnace (DTF) for
comparison with the predicted fly ash. The DTF is a laboratory-scale furnace
system that simulates conditions in commercial combustors without the high
cost associated with pilot-scale combustion testing. The combustion tests for
the work reported here were performed using slagging and fouling conditions
which include gas temperatures of 1500°C, particle residence times of 1-3
seconds, an oxygen atmosphere of about 21%, and a filter trap to collect bulk
ash. Fouling conditions involve longer particle residence times (-3 seconds)
and cooler temperatures in the zone just prior to the fly ash collection probe
while slagging conditions involve residence times of I to 2 seconds and much
higher temperatures in the collection zone. The resultant ash was analyzed
for chemistry and particle size using CCSEM,similar to the analysis of coal
minerals. More details of the DTF assembly are given below in the section on
laboratory-scale combustion testing (Task 2).

3.3.3 StochasticModel Developmentand Results

ATRANI has been modified and improved. The program now incorporates a
mass balancing algorithm to extend its use to lower-rank coals. Three coals
were chosen for testing the program: Eagle Butte subbituminous, Kentucky #9
bituminous, and a blend of Kentucky #9 (30%) and Eagle Butte (70%). These
three coals were characterized using CCSEM,and the results were used to run
ATRANI. Figure I through 6 show comparisons of the experimental and predicted
results for fly ash mineral phase compositions and PSDs for each of the test
coals. ATRANI predicted fly ash compositions fairly well (Figures I, 3, and
5), although there are still problems with modeling the interactions of
calcium and iron with silicates and aluminum. The predicted PSDs were
reasonably accurate for each of the Eagle Butte and Kentucky #9 parent fly
ashes (Figures 2 and 4), but were unsatisfactory for the blend ash (Figure 6).
The problems with prediction of PSDprobably stem from the inadequacy of
current methods for quantifying submicron particulates, especially for cases
involving Ca-rich subbituminous coal. Eventual refinement and acceptance of
the SEM-IA technique for individual submicron particles, as described
separately below, may allow actual phases of individual grains to be
determined for use in future versions of ATRANI.

3.3.4 ParticleSize and CompositionDistributionExpert System

The ASHPERTexpert systemfor fly ash particle size and composition
distribution(PSCD)modeling has been completed. A significantaccomplishment
is the restructuringand expansionof the ASHPERTdatabase. At the time of
writing this report, the database containsthe proximate/ultimate,XRF
chemicalfractionation,and CCSEM analysesdata for 45 samples. Another
significantaccomplishmentis the incorporationof the rule-basedparticle
mineral-typeclassificationexpert system "MINER"into ASHPERT. This has
considerablyenhanced the applicabilityof ASHPERT in other areas of
combustionsystemsmodeling and also has permittednumerous algorithmic
simplifications. Lastly,"hooks" for modulesto performstatisticalanalyses
of the database have been added to ASHPERT. This facilitatesthe recognition
of patterns and trends in the data and expeditesthe formulationand
modificationsof ASHPERT'srules. A direct resultof these additionsand
modificationsis a measurableincrease in ASHPERT'sexpertisewhich is now
able to approximatePSCDs with an averageerror of 10% relative to their
experimentallymeasured values.
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Figure 3. Experimental and predicted compositions for Kentucky #9 fly ash.
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The organizationof this section is as follows. In Section3.3.4.1we
discuss the PSCD modelingproblem and the need for an empiricaltool such as
ASHPERT.A detaileddescriptionof the ASHPERTdatabase is undertaken in
Section 3.3.4.2. l'heASHPERT knowledgebase, its implementation,and the
results obtainedare described in Section3.3.4.3. Section3.3.4.4 contains
remarks on future directionsand extensionsto ASHPERT.

3.3.4.1 Introduction

Particle size is fundamentallyimportantin the combustionof pulverized
coal and coal-waterslurry. Ignition,stability,combustionefficiency,and
pollutantformationare all strongly influencedby the fuel PSD. In addition,
the compositionsof individualparticlesplay a major role in determiningthe
chemical,thermal, and structuralcharacteristicsof ash deposits that
accumulateon boilerwalls and heat-transfersurfacesduring combustion.

The evolutionsof the PSCD functionsare determinedby a complex
sequenceof both cooperativeand competingphysicaland chemical processes.
Constructionof a model to describe PSCD evolutionis furthercomplicatedby
the fact that PSCDs are, in general, dependenton the locationwithin the
boiler, and this locationdependence is itselfdependenton previous
depositionhistories. Thus, to solve the problem in any generality,a large
set of coupled,ordinaryand partial differentialequationsneeds to be
addressed. This set minimally includesthe following:

• Navier-Stokesand continuity equations

• Species (kinetic)rate equations

• Speciesmass balanceequations

• Heat equationwith, in general, nonlinear,nonisotropicconductivity
tensor, and nonlinearsource terms

• Constitutiveor other intra- and interparticlestress energy (tensor)
relations

These equations,togetherwith the complicatedboundaryconditionson boiler
walls and heat-transfersurfaces,make the task of a general solutiona
formidableone.

The PSD models currentlyreported in the literaturemake certain
simplifyingassumptionsregardingevolutionarymechanismsand may be
categorizedinto two broad classes, viz., deterministicand stochastic. In
deterministicmodels,the underlyingprincipleis simply mass balance: a
distribution_)(t)at time t is allowedto evolve to a distributionq)'(t')
at time t' subjectto the constraintsthat all process involved in trans-
formingto preserve the net mass of the particles. All deterministicPSD
models, therefore,can be succinctlydescribedby an evolutionequationof the

form (4-7)" 6___¢= F(_)
6t

The specificfunctionalform of F(@) above dependson the details of the
processes (agglomeration,fragmentation,continuousor discretemass loss,
etc.) consideredin the model.
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In the case of stochasticapproachesto PSD evolutions,the underlying
idea is simply a redistributionof the initialdistribution,but subjectto
some extremizationprincipleor, failingthat, subjectto a set of empirically
determined "local redistributionrules" (8-10). The stochasticmodels are
thus computationalor numerical in nature and are typified by Monte-Carloor
percolationlattice type calculations. In general, stochasticmodels,
especiallywhen ensemble-averaged,produce better results than their
deterministiccounterparts.

A major drawback of either the stochasticor the deterministicclass of
models is the difficultyin incorporatingthe (elementor species)composition
distributionsand redistributionswithin their framework. Although it is
conceptuallyvery natural to speak of the speciesdistributions,livingrise to
the particle'smolar volume and, hence, its "size,"computationallyit is
easier to deal with just a single distribution. However, composition
distributionsare indispensablein other combustionsystemsmodelingareas
such as fly ash deposition,NO,, precipitator,and emissionscontrolmodels.

Another drawback in regard to these deterministicand stochasticmodels
is the difficultyof incorporatingtemperatureas a parametricvariable. The
problem here is not so much as includingtemperatureas a formal parameterof
the model, but in the determinationof the temperaturedependenceof the
model-specificparameters (fragmentationrates, power law exponents,lattice
bond breakage rates, etc). Lacking such data, the applicabilityof these
models to PSD evolutionsin situations involvingsharp thermal gradientsis
limited. Althoughthis limitationis indirectlyredressedthroughrandomizing
the latticebond breakagerates in the percolationlatticemodel (9), the
assignmentof probabilitymeasures to the lattice bond breakageevents as a
functionof a (time-dependent)temperaturedistribution,which is physically
appealing,does not appear to be straightforward.

The developmentof an expert system for approximatingPSCD evolutions
was undertakenprimarilydue to the widespreadavailabilityand growing
acceptanceof CCSEM analyses. CCSEM, which combinesSEM, automatedimage
analysis,and energy-dispersivex-ray spectroscopy,enables the analysisof a
statisticallysignificantnumber of particlesand provides realistic
representationsof PSCDs both in the parent coal and its subsequentfly ash.

From a more pragmaticperspective,the compellingreason for an expert
system is that it can serve as an interimtool for a "quick and dirty"means
of providingrealisticPSCDs to other areas of modelingwhile the refinement
of the more rigorousand conventionalapproachesis in progress. In fact,
conventionalapproachestoo can benefit from the expertiseof the systemby
defining additionalgoals and elicitingspecificresponsesor even, in some
circumstances,obtaininglimits on model-specificparameters.

3.3.4.2 ASHPERTDatabase

The ASHPERT database is a relationaldatabase (11). The fundamentalor
basic tuple is a "sample"which is used as the generic term for a specimenof
coal. (Note that the term sample is used in its statisticalsense.) The
attributesof each sample includea (unique)name, biography,location,rank,
ownershipcategory,proximate/ultimate,XRF, chemicalfractionation,and CCSEM
analyses. A sampleneed not have all its attributesincluded,i.e., values
for some or all the attributesof a sample may be missingwhich facilitates
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incremental updates of the database. The name field of the attribute of a
sample, however, must be included since it serves as the primary
(identification) key. A fairly sophisticated and general purpose database
manager--which is itself a rule-based quasi-expert system--handles the routine
chores of searching, sorting, indexing, report generation, and so on.

While many of the attributes of a sample are self-explanatory, a few
comments are in order. The "name" attribute as mentioned earlier, is a
mandatory field and should preferably be unique. The "biography" field
permits biographical or other notes about the sample to become part of its
record. Since some of the samples in the database have contractual or
copyright restrictions regarding their data, the "ownership category"
attribute of a sample serves to limit access to the sample data. Currently,
only two ownership categories are supported, viz., PUBLIC and PRIVATE. A
PUBLIC ownership category--the default--means that the sample does not have
any access restrictions. A PRIVATE ownership category implies that the sample
can be accessed only by the project manager or principal investigator of the
project under which the sample was submitted for analysis. The project
manager or principal investigator may authorize others access to PRIVATEly
owned samples. The proximate attribute is another tJple with attributes
moisture, volatile matter, fixed carbon, and ash. (This is the standard ASTM
definition of a proximate analysis.) Likewise, the ultimate and XRF
attributes correspond to the standard ASTMdefinition of ultimate and ash
analyses. The default units for the attributes of the proximate, ultimate and
XRF analyses fields is "weight percent," while the default analysis
environment for the proximate and ultimate fields is "as-received." (These
defaults can be changed.)

The CCSEMattribute is a more complex one. It is also a tuple with the
attributes type, source, magnification, and file name. The "type" attribute
which can be either COALor ASH serves to distinguish the CCSEManalyses for
the parent coal from its fly ash. The "source" field whose domain is DTF
(drop-tube furnace), PPF (pilot-plant furnace), FSF (full-scale furnace), AFU
(ash-fouling unit) or MINE (coal mine) can be used to identify the source of
the coal or fly ash. Two "magnification" values are currently supported,
viz., 50x and 240x, corresponding to the magnifications used in a CCSEM
analysis. (A third magnification, 1000x, has recently been added to the CCSEM
procedure and is soon expected to be supported.) The results of a CCSEM
analysis are usually written t_J a file: the "file name" attribute thus is a
placeholder for this information.

CCSEManalysis files contain the chemical and physical or geometric
parameters for the particles in the analyzed sample (Coal/Ash). The format of
these files are all identical: these are pure ASCII files, each line of which
is the analysis data of a single particle. The files include columns for
particle number, x-ray counts, normalized spectral intensities for the twelve
elements analyzed, particle ,;oordinates, particle diameter, area, perimeter,
and shape factor. A detailed explanation of SEManalysis can be found in
Goldstein and others (12) while that of CCSEMcan be found in Dinger (13).

The entire ASHPERTdatabase comprises data for 45 samples spread over
180 files and requires about 15MBof storage. As mentioned above, many of the
samples are PRIVATEly owned, and thus the full database itself is expected to
be distributed only to a restricted number of people. However, a version of
ASHPERTwill be available to the general public which will have a smaller
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number of coals in the database. It is also expected that the database will
increase in the near future; data for another 10 samples is almost complete.
The compilation, entry, validation, and debugging of the database took about
14 months, with the majority of the time being spent in compilation and data
entry. Approximately six months were spent in designing and developing the
database manager and its associated set of software tools.

The 45 samples currently in the database represent widely variant ones
in terms of geographic origin, bulk chemistry, rank, and combustion
characteristics, as shown in Table I.

A comparison of PSCDsis also corroborative of the dispersed nature of
this set of samples. However_ some surprising trends are also to be observed.
Figures 7 and 8 are the PSDs and MFDs (mineral frequency distributions)
respectively, for a randomly selected set of six samples from the database.
In order to respect the PRIVATE nature of some of the samples, the samples in
the database have been serialized; the numbers appearing in Figures 7 and 8
are these serial numbers. A very striking trend immediately obvious from
Figure 7 is the similarity in the "shape" of the PSDcurve for the various
coals and the corresponding fly ashes. All of these curves are similar to
normal distriDution curves with a "skewed" peak. This trend is not surprising
because PSDs are expected to be "log-normal" distributions (14). A more
unusual trend is the close tracking of the coal PSDcurve by the fly ash PSD
curve.

However, this "tracking" between the coal and fly ash PSDcurves is not
all too spectacular, as Figures 9 and 10 show. Figure 9, a scatter plot of
the coal versus ash mean particle radii for the samples in the database,
clearly exhibits the deviations between the coal and ash particle sizes. The
solid regression line in this figure has an R2 of only 0.07 and is a power law
function of the form y = axb. Figure 10 is a scatter plot of the coal versus
ash PSDcurve standard deviations. Here, the points appear to be more tightly
clustered, yet there are more outliers as well. The regression line is again
a power law function with an R2 of also about 0.07.

Figure 8 shows that no observable trend appears in the mineral
distributions between the various coals. The numbers on the x-axis of the
histograms are the mineral types. For example, mineral type 1 is quartz,
mineral type 2 is alumina, etc. Likewise, there is no observable trend in the
mineral distributions between the various fly ashes. However, the fly ash MFD
appears to track the parent coal MFDfairly well, except for some of the major
mineral types such as 1 (quartz), 9 (kaolinite), 11 (K-A1 silicate), 13 (Ca-A1
silicate), 20 (pyrite), and 33 (amorphous). Since the amorphous "mineral
type" is a default mineral type, variations in the other mineral types will
usually involve variations in the amorphous category.

Only a few coal-fly ash pair MFDcurves have been displayed in Figure 8;
thus one important trend that appears on viewing the MFDs for all the samples
in the database is not easily observable. This trend relates to the
continuity of the fly ash MFDon the parent coal's MFD: for instance, in
Figure 8, the MFDsfor coals 26 and 37 are fairly similar to each other; on
comparing the MFDfor ashes 26 and 37, it is seen that these are also similar
and, what is more, the extent of the differences between the MFDfor ashes 26
and 37 appears to be proportional to the extent of the differences between the
MFDfor these coals. The coal-fly ash pair MFDcurves of the full database do
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TABLE 1

ASHPERTCoal and Fly Ash Database
Source of

Coal Name Rank Location Fly Ash _ Ash

70%Eagle BL/30% KY #9 Subbtuminous/Bituminous WY/KY DTF 7.3

75%Eagle Bt/25% KY #9 Subbtuminous/Bi tumi nous WY/KY DTF 7.7

70%1_f/30% OK 81end Subbtuminous/Bi tumi nous _ff/OK Pi1ot 8.9

70%gY/30_ OK C1eaned Subbtuminous/Bi tumi nous WY/0K Pi lot 6.5

90%WY/10%OKB1end Subbtuminous/Bi tumi nous IdY/OK Pi 1ot 7.1

Beulah Li gni te North Dakota DTF I0.4

Bituminous Bituminous West Virginia DTF NA

Bituminous-High Load Bituminous Utah Plan.Bas. FulI Scale 6.2

Bituminous-LowLoad Bituminous Utah Han. Bas. FulI Scale 6.2

Dietz Subbituminous MontanaPRB DTF 4,6

Eagle Butte Subbituminous WyomingPRB DTF 5,6

Eagle Butte Subbituminous WyomingPRB Penn State Pilot 5,4

Eagle Butte Subbituminous Wyoming PRB FulI Scale 5,2

I11inois #6 Bituminous IlIinois DTF 16.6

Illinois#6 MFP Bituminous Illinois Pilot 4.2

II1inois #6 Parent Bituminous IIIinois Pilot 9

Illinois#6 SOAP Bituminous Illinois Pilot 4.3

Island Creek Bituminous Kentucky Pilot 6.8

Island Creek Bitumlnous Kentucky Pilot-XSAir 6.7

Jader Bituminous Pennsylvania Pi1ot-XS Air 8.7

Jader Bituminous Pennsylvania Pilot 8,7

Kentucky#9 Bituminous Kentucky DTF 14.2

KY #9 6ravimelt 7a Bituminous Kentucky DTF 0.5

Bituminous/CokeBlend Lignite Saskatchewan Pilot 1.0

Bituminous Bituminous Mexico Pilot 38.5

Subbitumi nous Subbituminous/Bi tumi nous Wyoming Pi lot 3.6

Pitts #8 Gravimelt 9c Bituminous Pennsylvania DTF O.3

Pittsburgh#8 MFP Bituminous Pennsylvania Pilot 3.3

Pittsburgh#8 Parent Bituminous Pennsylvania Pilot 9.5

Pittsburgh#8 SOAP Bituminous Pennsylvania Pilot 4.4

Robinson Subbituminous Montana Penn State Pilot 8.6

Bi tumi nous Bi tuminous Mexico Pi lot 30.1

San Miguel Lignite Texas DTF 46.4

Subbituminous Subbituminous/Bituminous PhiIippines Pilot 19.8

Subbituminous Subbituminous Wyoming PRB Fu]l Scale 4,89

Subbituminous Subbituminous Wyoming PRB Fu]l Scale 5.65

Subbituminous Subbituminous WyomingPRB FulI Scale 4.94

Subbituminous Subbituminous WyomingPRB Fu]l Scale 5,15

Subbit./Bit, BIend Subbituminous/Bituminous WyomingPRB Pilot NA

Upper Freeport Bitumi nous Indiana DTF 24.2

Upper FreeportMFP Bituminous Indiana Pi1ot 5.4

Upper FreeportParent Bituminous Indiana Pi1ot 10.7

Upper FreeportSOAP Bituminous Indiana Pilot 5.2

Utah BIind Canycn Subbituminous Utah Plan.Bas. DTF 6.I

Wyomingit)O_(liyodak) Subbituminous Wyoming Pilot 8.0
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Figure 7a. Particle-size distribution for Sample #5 from the ASHPERTdatabase.
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Figure 7c. Particle-size distribution for Sample#14 from the ASHPERTdatabase.
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exhibit this trend, although there are instances where violations to this
trend or "rule" are also observed. Since the continuity of the fly ash PSCD
on the coal PSCDis one of the basic rules of ASHPERT(see next section), a
more sophisticated analysis of the database to justify this rule will be one
of the first tasks to be undertaken in related future work.

3.3.4.3 Implementation of ASHPERT

ASHPERThas been implemented as a loosely knit collection of support
programs centered around a supervisory or control program (which is ASHPERT
per se). The support programs include the relational database manager
module(s), a library of database information specific to the ASHPERTdatabase,
postprocessing and data management procedures for proximate, ultimate, XRF,
chemical fractionation, and CCSEManalysis data, a set of the more common
statistical analysis routines, a dynamic library of inferential rules or
methods, and a general purpose inference engine (which can "reason" both by
backward and forward chaining). (It must also be noted that since ASHPERT's
rules or methods may be complete programs in themselves, ASHPERTmay also
invoke operating system routines, and other application programs like
compilers, linkers, etc.). A broad design philosophy such as this was deemed
necessary if ASHPERTwas to serve as a useful research tool and be able to
evolve in step with its expanding knowledge base and expertise. The
experience gained so far from working with ASHPERThas more than amply
justified such a design philosophy. For instance, it took less than a week to
modify, debug, and link the database routines to manage the restructured and
expanded database. A drawback of such an approach, however, is that the
program is not user friendly at all: a considerable amount of technical
expertise and familiarity with the ASHPERTfamily of programs is expected of
the user.

The dynamic knowledge base or inferential library facility of ASHPERTis
especially useful in understanding, correlating, and extracting patterns in
the data. Goals can be set on the fly, depending perhaps on the results of
previous goals. Parameters can be altered dynamically and extensive
simulations and "what-if" scenarios executed. For example, the MFDof a coal
can be transformed to a hypothetical fly ash MFDdepending on user-specified
rules on how the transformation is to be performed. Such "rules," as
mentioned earlier, may be entire procedures or programs (in C..): ASHPERT
will simply compile, link, and execute these programs. As another example,
one may ask for all possible ways of transforming a coal MFDto its fly ash
MFD. A useful result of such simulations, which are very time-consuming, is
an understanding of the relative importance of the various modes--coalescence,
fragmentation, surface recession, etc.--of transformation. Additionally, the
results of such "data reduction" and exploratory goals can be appended to its
knowledge base, adding to the expertise of the system.

One of the design goals of ASHPERTwas, of course, an "expert" for
predicting fly ash PSCDsfrom the parent coal's PSCD. This particular goal is
thus an intrinsic or inbuilt goal in ASHPERTand can be invoked or "sought"
whenever desired. Since the basic or primary assumption in PSCDevolutionary
models is that identical coals, combusted under identical conditions, will
behave identically, the key issue in formulating a set of rules for this goal
is "when can a coal be considered not identical to another ?" Rephrasing this
question as "when is a coal a 'neighbor' or "is in the neighborhood" of
another coal ?" it becomes clear that what is needed as "rules" is a
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specification of a topology on the set C of all coals. Such a topology must
reflect the intrinsic granularity or particulate nature of coals as well as
their redistributions upon being transformed into fly ash. To this end, quite
a few topologies have been implemented and tested. The PSD, EDF, and PSCD
topologies described and tested in Ramanathan (15) were somewhat
disappointing, with the predicted values in error by as much as 22.5%. A
retest of these topologies with the expanded database did reduce the error,
but only down to about 18%. An intense and fairly exhaustive statistical
analysis of the database revealed surprisingly strong correlations between the
coal MARSand fly ash MARS,where MARS(Mineral And (mean) Radius Space) is
defined to be the subset:

mI _ O, .... , mp >__0 ml .m 2 + +m = 1

MARS= (m_, .... , mp, M, a) ' .... P
M: Mean (PSD), o = Std. Dev. (PSD)

The MARSsubset is thus seep to be the Cartesian product of the MFDvector
with the PSDvector, with the latter being characterized by its mean radius
and standard deviation. The simplest transformation model relating the coal
MARSwith the fly ash MARSsubsets is, of course, the linear (or, more
precisely the affine) transformation model. That is, we hypothesize that
there exists a linear (affine) (and, hence, continuous) operator

T: MARS(Coal s) _ MARS(Ash)

mapping coals to their corresponding fly ashes. In order to determine the
operator T, an overdetermined system of linear equations with multiple right
hand sides needs to be solved. An 12- norm minimizing solution has been
obtained. Figures Ii and 12 show the experimental versus predicted scatter
plots for the fly ash PSDmean radius and standard deviation, respectively.
There is very little scatter in the plots: the experimental and predicted
values agree very well, with an average error of about 5%. Parts (a-d) of
Figure 12 show the experimental versus predicted fly ash mineral (relative)
frequencies for the mineral types I (quartz), 9 (kaolinite), 20 (pyrite), and
33 (amorphous), respectively. Once again, very little scatter appears, and
the largest average error is only about 8%. This MARStopology, together with
the linear transformation model, is clearly seen to be the best of all the
topologies and transformation models tested so far.

3.3.4.4 Prediction of Composition and Size for Unknown Coal

The predictive capabilities of ASHPERTwere tested using the
subbituminous Dietz coal from the Powder River Basin in Montana. Its
composition, as determined using standard bulk and CCSEManalysis, is shown in
Table 2. Ash was produced in the EERCDTF. Composition and size
distributions of the drop-tube ash, as measured using CCSEM,was compared with
the same data produced by ASHPERT. Figure 13 illustrates the experimental and
predicted CCSEMphase compositions for the Dietz ash, on a frequency basis.
The 33 phases identified using CCSEM(and also predicted with ASHPERT)are
presented along the horizontal axis. There is a strong correlation between
the measured and predicted phases in the Dietz fly ash. Major correlated
phases include quartz (type I), kaolinite (type 9), Ca-A1 silicate (type 13),
Ca aluminate (type 19), and the unknown/mixed category (type 33). Figure 14
shows the experimental and predicted size distribution frequencies. The size
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TABLE 2

Compositionof Dietz SubbituminousCoal
Parameter Wt%

Proximate

Moisture 23.66
Volatiles 31.95
Carbon 40.31
Ash 4.08

Ultimate

Hydrogen 3.78
Carbon 54.91
Nitrogen O.68
Sulfur 0.38

Oxygen 12.47
Ash 4.08

Oxides

Si02 36.0
A1203 20.8
Fe203 4.9
Ti02 2.2
P20s O.7
CaO 13.3
MgO 4.5
Na20 2.2
K20 0.3
SO3 14.9

Minerals

Quartz 30.8
Kaolinite 35.4
MontmoriIlonite 5.9
AluminosiIicate 2.i
Pyrite 11.7
Unknown 5.6

Total Minerals 3.2

distributionsdo not correlateas well as the phase compositiondata. The
size distributionpredictedby ASHPERT is skewed toward large particle sizes,
suggestingthe Dietz coal contains fine particulates(includingorganically
associatedmaterial)which was not sufficientlydescribed in the ASHPERT
database. This problemwill be mitigatedby expansionand improvementof the
database.

3.3.4.5 Conclusions

The ASHPERT expert systemwith a databaseof 45 coals and ashes has been
tested using four differenttopologiesand two differenttransformation
models. The MARS topologywith the linear transformationmodel appearsto be
the best rule combination,with an averageerror of 8%. The diversityof the
ASHPERT database enables the programto be used in modeling a wide range of
combustionsystems.
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4.0 TASK 2: LABORATORY-SCALECOMBUSTIONTESTING

4.I Introduction

Coals contain a varietyof inorganicspeciesincludingsignificant
quantitiesof both organicallyassociatedcationsand discrete minerals.
Problemsassociatedwith inorganicconstituentsin coal combustion systems
includeash deposition,formationof fine particulates,and corrosionand
erosion of boiler parts. Of specific interestare the interactionsbetween
those inorganicconstituentsthat result in the formationof low melting point
phases during combustionand gas cooling. These phases are often the cause of
ash deposition problems on boiler heat-transfersurfaces. The formationof
low melting point phases results from complexphysical and chemical
transformationsof inorganiccomponentsof coals during combustion. The
transformationsof the inorganicconstituentsdepend upon their associationin
the coal and upon combustionconditions. Volatilizationand condensationof
sodium is being investigatedusing DIF experimentsin order to gain insight
into the formationof liquid phases in and on the surfaces of entrained ash
particles. The primarygoal of this task is to determinethe factors
affectingthe size and compositionof fly ash particles.

4.2 Equipmentand Procedures

4.2.1 Drop-TubeFurnace System

The DTF is a laboratory-scale,entrainedflow, tube furnace used to
combustcoal and produceash under closelycontrolledconditions. Combustion
parameterssuch as initialhot zone temperature,residencetime, and gas
coolingrate can be closelycontrolled and monitored.

I

The furnace system,shown in F 5, is housed in a three-floor
laboratory specificallydesigned fc and efficientoperationof the
system. The furnaces are mounted o_, ,cebars extendingthrough all three
levels and can be moved to accommodate_pecificapplications. The adjoining
controlroom provides a clean, climate-controlledenvironmentfor the
electronicequipmentassociatedwith the drop-tubesystem.

The furnace assemblyconsists of a series of vertical tube furnaces
illustratedin Figure 16. These furnaces possessa total of four
independentlycontroiled,electricallyheated zones. Each of these furnaces
can be used separatelyor in conjunctionwith the others. This allows for
maximum flexibilityand precisecontrol over combustionconditions.

Coal and primaryand secondaryair are introducedinto the furnace
system by means of a preheat injector. This system injects primary air and
coal into the furnace at ambienttemperaturefrom a water-cooledprobe
assemblyat the center of the tube. Secondaryair is typicallyheated to
1000% and introducedinto the furnace througha mullite flow straightener.
Thus the material to be combustedis introducedinto the top of the furnace,
Plong with preheatedsecondaryair, and travelsdown the length of the furnace
in a laminar flow regime. Various samplingprobes or collection devices can
be used with the DTF to collect ash samples. Downstreamof the sampling probe
and collection filter, the combustion gas is cooled and passes through a
filter before entering a diaphragm pump. The pump is designed so that no air
can leak into the samplinggas. The gas leavingthe positive pressure side of
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the pump is passed through a flowmeter,which measures the volume of gas being
pulled through the probe. After the flowmeter,part of the gas is directed
through carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide,and oxygen analyzers. The
concentrationsof these gases can be read directly from the digitaldisplays
on the analyzers. The analog output signalsfrom the analyzers are routed
both to a chart recorder and to an A to D board on a personal computer (PC).
The gas concentrationsand the coal feed rates obtained from the coal feed
system are logged by the PC for data interpretation. The configurationof
this system is shown in Figure 17.

The coal feed system is designed to feed particlesof various sizes in
the pulverizedcoal range at rates of 0.05 to 0.5 g per minute and at primary
carriergas rates of approximatelyone liter per minute. The basic apparatus,
shown in Figure 18, consistsof a pressurizedcylinder into which a container
filled with coal is placed. A rotatingbrush and stirrerattached to a
variable-speedmotor feeds the coal from the container into a funnel where it
is transportedthroughthe feed tubing into the furnace injector by the
carriergas. The coal fee_er is mounted on a Mettler PM 2000 top-loading
balance that is accurateto 0.01 gram. It is equippedwith a RS232C interface
which allows real-timecoal feed rates to be read and stored on a PC.

A short residencetime probe is used to collectash samples at any
residence length. The probe consistsof four concentric,water-cooled,steel
tubes. The outer shell is used to introducethe quench gas at the top of the
probe. The combustionproductspass through the innermostshell, and the
remainingshells carry the coolingwater. The probe is coveredwith an
alumina insulatingcylinderwith an outer diameterof two inches (Figure19).

The probe is insertedinto the bottom of the furnace at a set distance
calculatedfrom the desired residencetime. The quench gas and the vacuum are
turned on. The coal is fed through the preheatinjector,the combustion
products are quenched upon entering the probe, and the residue char or ash is
collectedon a filter attached to the probe's innermostshell.

A fly ash quenchingprobe, shown in Figure 20, can be attached to the
bottom of the DTF to cool the fly ash before collection. The system is
reliable and versatile. Several collectiondevices can be added to the probe
to collect fly ash.

The EnvironmentalProtectionAgency SouthernResearch Institutesix-
stage cyclone (EPAFSC)is used routinelyto collect fly ash (Figure21). The
EPAFSC is designed to make six equally spaced particle-sizecuts (dso)on a
logarithmicscale within the range of 0.1- to 10-millimetersdiameter. The
advantageof this system is that it can be used to collect the relatively
large amounts of sample needed for chemical and morphologicalanalysis.

In additionto the EPAFSC,the Universityof Washington Mark 5 source
test cascade impactor (STCI) is used during selected combustiontests. The
STCI was developedas a means of measuringthe size distributionof particles
in stacks and ducts at air pollutionemission sources. The Mark 5 impactor
produces size cuts of fly ash particlesby inertial separation. These data
are used for comparisonwith the EPAFSC data to provide more detailed
informationconcerningthe effects of combustionconditions on the size
distributionof the fly ashes.
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4.2.2 Determinationof Carbon Conversion

The thermogravimetricanalysis (TGA) determinationof carbon conversion
by the ash tracer method is performedon a small (approximately50 mg) sample
of the collectedchar giving informationsimila_rto that of a proximate
analysis. The sample is heated in an argon atmospherefrom ambient
temperatureup to 900°C. Weight loss from the sample between ambientand
110°Cand from 110° to 900°Care reportedas "moisture"and "volatilematter,"
respectively. Air is then introducedto combustthe sample,and the resultirg
weight loss reported as "combustibles." The weight of the remainingresidue
is reported as "ash."

The use of bulk ash as a tracer to determinecarbon loss is based on the

assumptionthat there is no significantvolatilizationor loss of ash during
TGA. From a similarTGA or proximateanalysisof the parent coal, the
percentage of ash in the parent coal has also been determined. It is assumed
that the amount of ash has not changed; hence the increasein percentage of
ash in the collected char is a measure of the carbon consumedduring
combustion and calculatedby:

% carbon converted= 100 [I - OA RV+RC1RA OV+OC [Eq. I]
E. .J

where OA = % ash in the original coal
RA = % ash in the residue collected
OV = % volatile matter in the originalcoal
RV = % volatile matter in the residuecollected

OC = % combustiblesin the original coal
RC = % combustiblesin the residue collected
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The determinationof carbon conversionby TGA using the ash tracer
method tends to be relativelyinaccuratedue to I) the small quantities of
sample used, 2) the assumptionthat no ash is lost from the sample before
analysis,and 3) the insensitivityof the method during the early stage of
combustion (0%-25%conversion).

Calculationof carbon conversionby the gas analysismethod uses the gas
flow rate and the ideal gas law, PV = nRT, to convert the concentrationsof
CO2 and CO in the gas stream into molar quantities. The molar feed rate of
carbon was calculatedfrom the coal feed rate and the percentage of carbon in
the ultimate enalysis of the fuel. The equationsfor the calculationare as
follows:

%C02 P

moles CO2 = (totalgas flow rate) 100 760 mm Hg [Eq. 2]

R-Tk

%C0 P

moles CO = (totalgas flow rate) 100 760 mm Hg [Eq. 3]

R.Tk

where P is the barometricpressure (mm Hg), R is the universalgas constant
(0.082 L atm/mole K), and TK is the gas temperaturein Kelvin. The carbon
feed rate is calculated by:

% carbon I mole°C
molar feed rate = (coalfeed rate) [Eq. 4]

I00 12 g°C

and the percentcarbon conversionis calculatedby:

moles CO2 + moles CO
% carbon conversion= 100% [Eq. 5]

molar feed rate

Factorsthat can influencethe determinationof carbon conversion by gas
analysis are I) decreasedgas analyzersensitivityand a very steep
calibrationcurve for the C02 analyzerat low concentrations,2) accuracy of
the coal feed rates, and 3) fluctuationsin the vacuum flowmeterwhich
determineshow much gas is being sampled (the molar concentrationsof CO and
CO2 are based on the liters per minute of gas passing through this flowmeter).
This occasionallyresults in carbon conversionpercentagesthat exceed 100%.

The amount of coal burned was calculatedfrom the weight loss of the
coal fed in the DTF. The amount of ash fed is determined from the percent ash
in the coal, aerived from a proximateanalysis,multiplied by the amount of
coal fed. The char or residue that is left from the test is collected on a
filter and weighed. The percentageof carbon conversion is then calculated
by:

% carbon conversion = 100 char collected(g) - ash (g) fed [Eq. 6]
coal fed (g) - ash fed (g) - water fed (g)
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The calculationof the percentageof coal burned using the weight loss
method tends to be higher than that of the percentageof carbon loss
determinedby the gas analysismethod due to the assumptionthat all of the
ash and unburned coal is collectedand weighed. In practice,some of the
uncombustedmaterial may not reach or be retainedon the filter before
weighing,resulting in higher conversionvalues than actuallyobtained.

4.3 Formulationof SyntheticCoals

4.3.1 Introduction

Syntheticcoal model mixtures providean excellentmeans of studying
inorganictransformationsin a physicallyand chemicallycontrolled system
becausethe complexity of inorganicreactionsthat occur in real coal systems
is minimized. Accurate quantitiesand sizes of known minerals can be included
in a syntheticorganicmatrix in order to isolatespecific reactionsand
transformationsof selected inorganicconstituents. A controlled combustion
environment,such as a DTF, is used to combustthe model mixture. Key
phenomenato be studied includefragmentationof the syntheticcoal grains and
coalescenceof the inorganicswithin the syntheticcoal particles.

The goal of the model mixture studiesduring this past year was to
perform combustiontestingon three model mixtures, including:

• Sodium-silica-sulfursystem (simulationof organicallybound Na).

• Calcium-silica-sulfursystem (simulationof organicallybound Ca).

• Calcium-silica-sulfursystem (mineral-boundCa as calcite).

• Iron-aluminosilicatesystem (usingpyrite and kaolinite).

The purpose of using the Ca-Si-S systemswas to demonstratethe
differencesin interactionsbetween includedquartz and I) Ca that is mineral
bound as included calcite, and 2) Ca that is organicallybound or dispersed on
an ionic level within the organicmatrix. The reactions involvingCa, Si, and
S during combustionare of particularinterestwhen burninglow-sulfur and
calcium-richwestern U.S. subbituminouscoals, since calcium sulfate and
calcium silicate phases play importantroles in the formationof convective
pass ash deposits. The effect of temperatureon the particle size and
compositiondistributionof ash producedfrom includedcalcite and quartz and
organicallyassociatedcalcium and quartz are of specific interest,as are the
reactionsof sulfur oxides with the availablecalciumoxide. Past work (3,16)
on a Na(org.)-Si-Ssystem has shown that higher temperaturesresult in the
formationof smaller ash particles,probablydue to the fragmentationof the
chars. Additionalwork was conductedon the Na(org.)-Si-Ssystem to add
anotherdimension to the role of organicallyassociatedelements in the
formationof ash, especiallywith regard to the formationof low melting point
Na sulfates and Na silicateson the surfaceof quartz particles.

The purposeof studying the Fe-AI-Sisystem was to examine the
interactionsbetween pyrite and an alumina-silicaclay. Such minerals have a
significanteffect on slag viscositywhen firing easternbituminous coals.
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4.3.2 Methodo!oqy

Preparationof the syntheticcoal is modified from Senior (17), as
outlined by Erickson (18) and Ludlow and others (16). The procedurefor
preparingthe syntheticcoals has been describedin detail previously for the
organicNa-Si-S, organic Ca-Si-S, and calcite-Si-Ssyntheticcoals (19). The
preparationof the Fe-Si-Alsyntheticcoal is similar. Briefly, the synthetic
coal is produced from the productof the polymerizationof furfural alcohol in
six steps: I) polymerizationof furfuralalcoholusing p-toluenesulfonicacid
as a catalyst,2) additionof carbon black and intrinsicmineral matter, 3)
removal or acetone, 4) high-temperaturecuring of the polymer, 5) grinding and
sizing of the cured polymer, and 6) additionof extrinsicmatter.

Each of the syntheticmixtures was comprisedof approximately250 g of
unsizedcoal which was then sonic-sievedto produce approximately50-g samples
of 38- to 106-Annsyntheticcoal. Since the mineralmatter sizes are smaller
than the selected coal size fraction,excludedminerals inadvertentlyproduced
by the grinding operationare removed by the sizing step.

Two calcium, silica,and s,llfursyntheticcoal systemswere prepared:
one system having calcium in the mineralform as 10-_umcalcite (Ca[min.]-Si-
S) and the other having calciumassociatedin a simulatedorganic association
as ionicallydispersedcalcium acetate (Ca[org.l-Si-S).A third system
consistedof sodium, silica,and sulfur,with the sodium being associated as
sodium benzoate, simulatingan organic association(Na[org.]-Si-S). Silica,
in all three systems, consistedof 10-1Jmquartz that was associatedwithin
the syntheticcoal particles. Sulfur was extraneouslyadded to these model
mixtures in an elementalform and was also includedin the organic polymer in
very small amounts. The calcite particleswere added to the organic matrix
during polymerizationto allow for their incorporationinto the syntheticcoal
particles.

The iron-aluminosilicatesyntheticcoal system was preparedwith iron in
the form of pyrite (FeS2),of mean size 13.5 pro,and kaolinite
(AI2[Si20_][OH]4),of mean size approximately5 llm,added as intrinsicmineral
matter. Aside from the pyrite, a small amount of included sulfur results from
the p-toluenesulfonicacid catalyst used. Carbon black equal to approximately
I/3 of the polymerweight was added intrinsicallyto the model mixtures.

The syntheticcoals were combustedin the DTF using a one-furnace
configuration. Runs were made for the model mixtures at four temperatures:
900°, 1100°, 1300°, and 1500°C. Varied particle residencetime runs of 0.1,
0.2, and 0.8 secondswere performedat 900° and 1500°Con the Ca(org.)-Si-S,
Ca(min.)-Si-S,and the Fe-Al-Si coal systems. The combustionash and chars
are being analyzedusing CCSEM, Malvern,TGA, and XRD analyses. Carbon
conversion rates were calculatedfor the chars.

Pure pyrite used in the productionof the Fe-AI-Simodel mixture was
also injected into the DTF at 900° and 1500°Cusing air as the carrier gas and
at 1500°Cunder a nitrogen atmosphere. The residueswere collectedon a bulk
filter and submittedfor analysis.

The fly ash collectedon the bulk filterswas analyzedto determine
particle-sizeand compositiondistributionsusing CCSEM (20). Approximately
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2000 ash particleswere analyzedfor each sample using CCSEM. The primary
outputsof CCSEM are particle averagediameters,particle aspect ratios or
shape factors, and particle compositionsexpressedas normalizedx-ray energy
counts for twelve major elements. In addition,the x-ray counts are corrected
and used to identify inorganicphases using stoichiometricconstraints. This
allows for comparisonsof quantitiesof specificmineral phases between ash
samples. In the case of fly ash, there are very few true minerals;however,
particlesmay have compositionsthat are close to identifiablephases. T;le
ash sampleswere prepared and analyzed in two differentways: I) as whole
grain mounts by dispersingthem onto a filterwhich essentiallygives a
surfaceanalysis of the particles (depthof electron beam penetrationwas
between I and 2 /am),and 2) as cross-sectionedepoxy mounts which give an
interior analysisof the particle. Malvern sizing,a laser-basedparticle-
sizing technique,was also performedon each of the ash samples, and x-ray
diffractionanalysiswas performedon selectedash samples to verify some of
the CCSEM mineral determinations.

4.3.3 Results

4.3.3.1 InorganicCompositionof the SyntheticCoals

The projectedquantityof inorganiccomponentsin the three synthetic
coal model mixtures (on a syntheticcoal basis) was comparedto the actual
levels obtained. The resultsare summarizedas follows:

i. Ca(min.)-Si-S: CaO (5%), S (1%), and SiO2 (10%),where the calcium
was added as limestoneduring the polymerizationalong with the Si02
to inherentlybind it. The sulfurwas added extraneouslyafter
polymerization. Actual analysison a syntheticcoal basis was CaO
(3.5%),S (1.1%),and Si02 (11.7%).

2. Ca(org.)-Si-S: CaO (5%), S (1%), and SiO_ (10%),where the calcium
is bound organically,the sulfurwas added extraneously,and the SiO2
was added to the coal during the polymerizationto bind it inherently
in the coal. The actual analysison a syntheticcoal basis was CaO
(0.3%),S (0.6%),and Si02 (6.8%).

3. Na(org.)-Si-S: Na20 (5%), S (1%), and Si02 (10%),where the sodium
is bound organicallyby adding Na benzoate,the sulfur was added
extraneously,and the Si02was added to the coal during
polymerizationto inherentlybind it in the coal. Actual analysis on
a syntheticcoal basis was Na20 (1%), S (0.6%),and SiO2 (8%).

Some of the sulfurwas derived from the catalyst used in the
polymerizationof the syntheticcoal. The sulfur was less than I%, so
additional sulfurwas added extraneouslyto obtain a sulfur level of
approximatelyI% total. Some problems were encounteredin formulatingthe
desired inorganicconstituentcontents,especiallyfor the mixtures containing
organicallyassociatedsodium and calcium.

4.3.3.2 Resultsof the CombustionTests of the SyptheticCoals

The Na(org.)-Si-S,Ca(org.)-Si-S,Ca(min.)-Si-S,and Fe(min.)-AI-Si
syntheticcoal systemswere fired in the DTF at various temperaturesand
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residencetimes to calculateconversionrates. The combustionruns were made
for each model mixture at four temperatures: 900°, 1100°, 1300°, and 1500°C.
The initialoxygen concentrationfor testingwas set at 21% for all tests.
Ash sampleswere collectedand gas analysisrecorded during each test.
Table 3 shows the run conditionsfor each test. For each system, at each
temperature,ash was collectedon a bulk filter at longer residencetimes of
over two seconds. Carbon conversionwas calculated from both gas and TGA
analyses for these longer residencetime runs. Carbon conversionwas also
determined from the loss of weight of the total amount of coal fed. Table 4
shows the proximateanalysesresults. Table 5 shows the comparisonof carbon
conversioncalculatedfrom the gas analysis,from TGA results, and from the
weight loss method. Varied particle residencetime runs of 0.1, 0.2, and 0.8
secondswere also performedat 900° and 1500°Con the Ca(org.)-Si-S,Ca(min.)-
Si-S, and Fe(min.)-AI-Ssystems. Carbon conversionwas determined for these
tests (Table 5). Table 4 shows the TGA results. The combustion ash and chars
were subsequentlyanalyzedusing CCSEM, Malvern, TGA, and XRD analyses.

Figure 22 shows the carbon conversiontests as determined by gas
analysis at 900%. Figure 23 shows the carbon conversionat 1500°C. The
conversion of the Ca[org]-Si-Ssystemwith the organicallybound calcium was
significantlymore rapid than that of the Ca(min.)-Si-Ssystem with the
mineral calcium at the lower temperature. About 50% carbon conversionof the
Ca-Si-S system (mineralcalcite)was not obtained until approximately2.4 sec.
At 1500°C,the organicCa blend shows greaterconversion at the O.1-second
residencetime with the mineral Ca blend obtainingthe same conversion as the
organic Ca blend at approximately0.5 secondsand thereafter. The Fe(min.)-
AI-Si system exhibitsessentiallythe same carbon conversion behavior as the
Ca(min.)-Si-Ssystem. The anomalouslylow conversionfor the Fe(min.)-AI-Si
material at 1500°Cand O.2-secresidencetime is probably an experimental
artifact.

The enhanced rate of conversionof the material with the organic calcium
is in agreementwith previousstudieson the effect of organicallybound
calcium on demineralizedlignitechars in which the organic calcium appeared
to act as a catalyst to enhancethe char-burningrate at lower temperatures
(21).

An interestingresult is the substantialnegativeconversionsobtained
for the Fe(min)-AI-Sichars at 0.1- and O.2-sec residencetime from the TGA
analysismethod, as seen in Table 4. The percentageof volatile matter and
fixed carbon in the 0.1- and O.2-sec residencetime chars is determinedto be

more than in the startingcoal. A possible explanationis the decomposition
of pyrite during TGA.

4.3.4 MineralTransformationsin the SyntheticCoals

Table 6 gives a summaryof the compositionof the Ca(min.)-Si-S
syntheticcoal ash and combustionash products, includingcross-sectionand
surface CCSEM analysesand XRD crystallinephase identifications. The XRD
analysis indicatesthat the calcite grains have transformedand reactedto
produce Ca(OH)2,CaO, anhydrite (CaS04),and amorphouscalcium silicate. The
Ca(OH)2may be a productof CaO reactingwith the moisture in air. The
amorphouscalcium silicateappearsto be more prevalentat higher temperatures
and is abundant both in the interior and at the surfaceof the ash particles,
possibly an indicatoras to the extent of the reaction that has taken place.
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TABLE3

Run Conditions for DTF SyntheticCoal Tests
6as

Res. DTF O" Feed CO= CO O" Pri. Sec. Quench Vac. CO, CO Pb (A_.) Carbon Carbon

Test Syn. Coal Time le_. ]nit. Rate Calc. Calc. Calc. Flow Flow Flow Flow No]es Noles Press Temp. Orig Cony.
ID Type (sec) ('C) (%) (g/m) (%) (%) (%) (L/m) (L/m) (L/m) (L/m) (min) (min) (nanHg) ('C) (3;) (%)

SYN-0391 Ca-5i-S (min.) 0.10 908 21.0 0.092 0.05 0.0368 21.16 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0001 0.000059 748.77 24.5 80.34 2.36

5YN-0291 Ca-Si-S (rain.) 0.20 900 21.0 0.102 0.10 0.0543 20.68 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0002 0.000088 748.77 24.5 80.34 3.64
SY1t-0191 Ca-Si-S (rain.) 0.80 900 21.0 0.095 0.04 0.0221 20.84 0.8 3.2 3.0 l.O 0.0001 0.000036 748.77 24.5 80.34 1.54

SYN-2591 Ca-Si-S (rain.) 0.80 900 21.0 0.107 0.19 0.0562 20.64 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0003 0.000091 748.77 24.5 80.34 5.46

5YN-0491 Ca-Si-S (rain.) 2.89 900 21.0 0.083 3.55 0.0037 17.88 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0056 0.000006 732.17 25.5 80.34 100.66
5YN-0591 Ca-5i-S (rain.) 2.68 1100 21.0 0.089 3.82 0.0000 17.39 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0051 0.000000 734.48 23.5 80.34 101.86

5YN-0791 C_-5i-5 (rain.) 2.47 1300 21.0 0.103 4.15 0.0801 17.23 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0065 0.000000 730.34 26.0 80.34 94.55

5TN-1091 Ca-5i-5 (min.) 0.10 1500 21.0 0.105 0.55 0.0735 20.19 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0009 0.000114 728.73 28.0 80.34 13.87

5YN-0991 Ca-5i-5 (rain.) 0.20 1500 21.0 0.093 1.74 0.1663 19.37 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0027 0.000258 728.73 28.0 80.34 47.68
5YN-0891 Ca 3i-S (rain.) 0.80 1500 21.0 0.110 4.77 0.0070 ]6.60 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0074 0.000011 728.73 28.0 60.34 100.70

SYN-069[ Ca-Si-S (rain.) 2.28 ]500 21.0 0.097 3.82 0.0000 17.58 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0061 0.000000 736.06 25.0 80.34 93.19

5YN-2491 Ca-Si-S (or_.) 0.10 900 21.0 0.100 0.37 0.1295 20.55 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0005 0.000206 744.82 28.0 91.13 10.36

5YN-2391 Ca-Si-S (org.) O.ZO 900 21.0 0.094 0.17 0.0744 20.70 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0003 0.000118 744.82 28.0 91.13 5.52
SYN-2291 Ca-Si-S (org.) 0.80 900 21.0 0.095 3.49 0.]129 17.98 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0055 0.000179 744.82 28.0 91.13 78.55

SYN-1391 Ca-Si-S (org.) 2.37 900 21.0 0.099 3.79 0.0018 21.00 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0050 0.000003 738.49 26.0 9].13 79.93
r_ SYN-1491 Ca-Si-S (org.) 2.27 1100 21.0 0.112 4.53 0.0000 17.01 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0073 0.000000 738.28 27.0 91.13 85.05

SYN-1591 Ca-S;-S (org.) 2.15 1300 21.0 0.100 4.19 0.0000 17.53 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0055 0.000000 737.97 28.0 91.13 87.11
SYN-219] Ca-Si-S [or{/.) 0.10 1500 2].0 0.089 1.47 0.]085 19.64 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0024 0.000174 745.74 25.0 91.13 37.58

SYN-2091 Ca-Si-S (org.) 0.20 1500 21.0 0.112 2.55 0.1418 18.72 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0043 0.000228 745.74 25.0 91.13 52.78

SYN-199] Ca-Si-S (org.) 0.80 1500 21.0 0.103 4.77 0.0025 ]6.59 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0075 0.000004 744.74 29.0 91.13 95.48

SYN-1891 Ca-St-5 (org.) 2.03 1500 21.0 0.106 4.53 0.0000 16.93 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0072 0.000000 741.56 25.0 91.13 89.88

SYN-1191 Na-5i-S 2.49 900 21.0 0.105 4.04 0.0018 17.30 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0064 0.000003 731.60 26.0 85.04 85.40

5YN-1291 Na-Si-5 2.37 1100 21.0 0.105 4.10 0.0800 17.18 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0064 0.000008 132.40 28.0 85.04 85.41
SYN-169] Na-Si-S 2.23 1300 21.0 0.095 4.20 0.0000 17.50 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0066 0.000000 737.97 28.0 85.04 98.21

5YN-1791 Na-Si-S 2.09 1500 21.0 0.108 4.60 0.0000 16.89 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.0 0.0072 0.000000 738.00 30.0 85.04 94.06

SYH-3]91 Fc-A1-Si 0.10 900 21.0 0.102 0.01 0.0119 20.80 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0000 0.000018 739.48 32.0 84.02 0.49
- SYN-3091 Fe-AI-Si 0.20 900 21.0 O.IO0 0.01 0.0035 20.84 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0000 0.000005 739.48 32.0 84.02 0.28

5YN-2991 Fe-Al-Si 0.80 900 21.0 0.100 0.01 0.0087 20.79 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0000 0.080014 739.48 32.0 84.02 0.46

SYN-3291 Fe-AI-S'." 3.55 900 21.0 0.101 4.39 0.0020 16.88 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0068 0.000003 739.48 32.0 84.02 96.57

SYN-3391 Fe-A1-Si 3.15 1100 21.0 0.091 3.9] 0.0009 ]7.42 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0062 0.000002 741.88 26.0 84.02 97.69

SYN-3491 Fe-Al-Si 2.82 1300 21.0 0.098 4.18 0.0811 17.28 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0067 0.000002 744.Z0 26.0 84.02 97.29

5YN-2891 Fe-A]-5i 0.10 1500 21.0 0.089 0.71 0.0511 20.06 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0011 0.000081 739.90 27.0 84.02 19.28

: 5YN-2791 Fe-A1-Si O.ZO 1500 21.0 0.095 0.45 0.0347 20.13 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0007 0.000055 739.90 27.0 84.02 11.43

SYN-2691 Fe-Al-Si 0.80 1500 21.0 0.098 4.39 0.0040 16.70 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0070 0.000006 739.90 27.0 84.02 10].42
SYN-3591 Fe-Al-5i 2.55 1500 21.0 0.101 4.38 0.0013 16.61 0.8 3.2 3.0 1.2 0.0070 0.080002 742.79 26.0 84.02 98.86



TABLE 4

TGA Results for SyntheticCoal Chars and Ashes

Syn. Coal Fixed
Run No. Sample H20% Vol% Carbon % Ash %

COAL Ca-Si-S (min.) 0.59 5.04 76.04 18.34

COAL Na-Si-S 2.60 13.74 74.30 9.35

COAL Ca-Si-S (Org.) 1.00 8.37 82.93 7.68

COAL Fe-AI-Si 1.00 7.52 80.69 10.77

CIT-SYN-0191 Ca-Si-S (min.) 0.74 4.70 77.92 16.64

CIT-SYN-0291 Ca-Si-S (min.) 0.78 5.66 72.98 20.58

CIT-SYN-0391 Ca-Si-S (min.) 0.72 3.90 73.58 21.82

CIT-SYN-0491 Ca-Si-S (min.) 0.04 0.90 -0.29 99.34

CIT-SYN-0591 Ca-Si-S (min.) 0.10 0.21 -0.33 100.00

CIT-SYN-0691 Ca-Si-S (min.) 0.08 0.01 -0.15 100.10

CIT-SYN-0791 Ca-Si-S (min.) 0.10 0.26 0.00 99.65

CIT-SYN-0891 Ca-Si-S (min.) 0.19 1.70 -0.31 98.41

CIT-SYN-0991 Ca-Si-S (min.) 0.70 4.53 64.92 29.83

CIT-SYN-1091 Ca-Si-S (min.) 0.92 6.69 66.88 25.53

CIT-SYN-1191 Na-Si-S 2.68 9.74 23.79 63.96

CIT-SYN-1291 Na-Si-S 2.53 4.58 0.17 92.70

CIT-SYN-1491 Ca-Si-S (org.) 0.00 0.27 1.29 98.50

CIT-SYN-2091 Ca-Si-S (org.) 3.54 1.48 83.46 11.55

CIT-SYN-2191 Ca-Si-S (org.) 4.01 2.01 83.52 10.47

CIT-SYN-2291 Ca-Si-S (org.) 1.49 1.70 78.30 18.49

CIT-SYN-2391 Ca-Si-S (org.) 6.08 3.52 81.52 8.90

CIT-SYN-2491 Ca-Si-S (org.) 6.21 2.79 82.08 8.90

CIT-SYN-2591 Ca-Si-S (min.) 4.42 7.01 68.25 20.33

CIT-SYN-2691 Fe-AI-Si 0.65 2.05 7.32 89.97

CIT-SYN-2791 Fe-AI-S 2.12 4.57 84.23 9.07

CIT-SYN-2891 Fe-AI-SI 1.80 6.00 83.83 8.37

CIT-SYN-2991 Fe-AI-Si 0.85 6.41 82.17 10.66

CIT-SYN-3091 Fe-AI-Si 0.94 6.60 84.17 8.60

CIT-SYN-3191 Fe-AI-Si 0.68 6.48 82.79 10.06

CIT-SYN-3291 Fe-AI-S 0.55 4.19 6.30 88.96

CIT-SYN-3391 Fe-AI-S 0.32 0.77 0.09 98.85
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TABLE 5

Carbon Conversion Results for Synthetic Coals
Coal Gas TGA

Syn. Coal Res. Time Temp. Ash-Fired Coal Ash Residue Burned Carbon Carbon
Test ID Type (sec) ('C) (g) Fed (g) Fed (g) (g) by wt%° Cony. (%)b Conv. (%)c

SYN-0391 Ca(min.) 0.10 900 5.42 2.72 0.49 2.63 4.13 2.36 19.70

SYN-0291 Ca(Bin.) 0.20 900 5.16 3.08 0.55 2.83 9.80 3.64 13.60

SYN-2591 Ca(min.) 0.80 900 5.01 1.60 0.29 1.43 13.08 5.46 16.30

SYN-O191" Ca(min.) 0.80 900 5.13 2.92 0.52 2.67 10.48 1.54 -12.30

SYN-0491 Ca(min.) 2.89 900 0.84 2.51 0.45 0.38 103.44 100.66 99.90

SYN-0591 Ca(min.) 2.68 1100 0.83 2.74 0.49 0.41 103.65 101.86 100.00

SYN-0791 Ca(min.) 2.47 1300 0.84 2.07 0.37 0.31 103.43 94.55 99.90

SYN-1091 Ca(min.) 0.10 1500 4.48 1.05 0.19 0.84 24.41 13.87 34.80

SYN-0991 Ca(min.) 0.20 1500 3.05 0.95 0.17 0.52 55.51 47.68 47.30

SYN-0891 Ca(min.) 0.80 1500 0.84 2.21 0.39 0.33 103.47 100.70 99.70

5YN-0691 Ca(min.) 2.28 1500 0.83 1.98 0.35 0.29 103.61 93.19 100.00

SYN-2491 Ca(org.) 0.10 900 11.23 1.00 0.08 0.86 14.86 10.36 19.80

SYN-2391 Ca(org.) 0.20 900 11.80 0.94 0.07 0.85 10.11 5.52 19.60

SYN-2291 Ca(org.) 0.80 900 3.62 2.41 0.19 0.67 78.24 78.55 S3.60

SYN-1391 Ca(org.) 2.37 900 1.22 2.96 0.23 0.28 98.14 79.93 NA

SYN-1491 Ca(org.) 2.27 1100 0.91 3.33 0.26 0.23 100.74 86.06 99.90

SYN-1591 Ca(org.) 2.15 1300 0.91 3.04 0.23 0.21 100.73 87.11 NA

SYN-2191 Ca(org.) 0.10 1500 8.97 0.88 0.07 0.61 33.71 37.58 31.30

SYN-2091 Ca(org.) 0.20 1500 7.43 1.12 0.09 0.64 46.50 52.78 38.10

SYN-1991 Ca(org.) 0.80 1500 0.80 3.09 0.24 0.19 101.66 96.48 NA

SYN-1891 Ca(org.) 2.03 1500 0.86 3.15 0,24 0.21 101.13 89.88 100.00

SYN-1191 Na(org.) 2.49 900 1.22 3.16 0.30 0.36 97.71 85.40 94.40

SYN-1291 Na(org.) 2.37 1100 0.82 3.13 0.29 0.24 101.88 86.41 99.50

SYN-1691 Na(org.) 2.23 1300 0.72 2.85 0.27 0.19 102.86 98.21 NA

SYN-1791 Na(org.) 2.09 1500 0.66 3.25 0.30 0.20 103.46 94.06 NA

SYN-3191 Fe-AI-Si 0.10 900 8.43 2 0.17 1.40 10.25 0.49 -8.34

SYN-3091 Fe-Al-Si 0.20 900 8.75 2 0.16 1.43 6.42 0.28 -28.84

SYN-2991 Fe-Al-Si 0.80 900 8.39 3 0.32 2.72 10.80 0.46 -1.46

SYN-3291 Fe-A1-Si 3.55 900 0.96 3 0.33 0.32 100.48 96.57 98.56

SYN-3391 Fe-AI-Si 3.15 1100 0.83 3 0.30 0.25 101.99 97.69 99.89

SYN-3491 Fe-AI-Si 2.82 1300 0.80 3 0.32 0.25 102.39 97.29 NA

SYN-2891 Fe-Al-Si 0.10 1500 6.62 2 0.19 1.27 32.19 19.28 -31.06

SYN-2791 Fe-A1-Si 0.20 1500 6.73 2 0.21 1.39 30.80 11.43 -19.52

SYN-2691 Fe-A1-Si 0.80 1500 1.00 2.93 0.32 0.32 100.02 101.42 98.73

SYN-3591 Fe-Al-Si 2.55 1500 0.77 3 0.33 0.25 102.81 98.86 NA

a Derived from original proximate analysis.
k Derived from ultimate analysis carbon %.

Derived from residue TGAand original proximate analysis.

Test repeated (SYN-2591).
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Figure 22. Synthetic coal carbon conversion test results at 900°C.
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Figure 23. Synthetic coal carbon conversion test results at 1500°C.
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TABLE6

Mineral and AmorphousPhase Compositionof
Ca(min.)-Si-SSyntheticCoal and Fly Ash (wt%)

Fly Ash

Mineral/Phase Syn. Coal 900°C 1100% 1300°C 1500°C

CCSEM Cross-SectionAnalysis

Quartz 54.0 42.6 52.7 52.9 48.I
Calcite/CaO 39.9 8.5 4.0 18.4 14.0
Ca Silicate 0.8 18.5 39.4 21.5 28.2
Gypsum/Anhydrite O.i O.9 O.2 O.0 O.0
Ca-Si-SMixture 4.7 27.6 3.5 6.9 9.4

CCSEM SurfaceAnalysis

Quartz -- 42.0 41.1 32.7 43.1
Calcite/CaO -- 2.8 3.3 6.4 9.8
Ca Silicate -- 10.5 15.3 17.7 26.1
Gypsum/Anhydrite -- 12.9 7.2 19.I O.0
Ca-Si-SMixture -- 31.5 31.5 22.4 20.6

XRD Bulk Analysis

Major Quartz Quartz Quartz Quartz Quartz
Calcite

Minor AnhydriteAnhydrite Anhydrite Ca(OH)2
Ca(OH)2 Ca(OH)2 Ca(OH)2 CaO
CaO CaO CaO Calcite

Calcite

Evidence for the instabilityof anhydriteat 1500°Cis given by the lack of
detectionof this mineral using either CCSEM or XRD. Most of the anhydrite
resulted from the reaction of gas phase SO2 with surfacecalcium oxide or
calcium silicate. The PSD of the Ca(min.)-Si-Sash along with the synthetic
coal minerals showed more mineral coalescencewith increasingtemperature
(Figure24). This indicatesthat the quartz and calcite particles locked
within the syntheticcoal matrix coalescedat higher temperatures,producing
large ash particlesthat were derived from severalmineral grains within a
single coal particle.

Compositionof the Ca(org.)-Si-Sash samples shows evidence of more
calcium reactingon the surfaceof quartz particlesrather than being captured
on the interior (Table 7). The surfaceCCSEM analysis indicatesmore reaction
to form amorphouscalcium silicate at 1500°C. The PSDs for this system show
the 900°C ash to be the largest (Figure25). This indicatesthat the
organicallyassociatedcalcium reacts with the quartz within the synthetic
coal particle in a manner that is differentfrom the calcite, because instead
of causing the least coalescenceat the lower temperature,there is actually
more (Figure25). This effect may be due to higher reactivityof the char
matrix at 900°Cfor the organiccalciummixture, as compared to the calcite
mixture; therefore,more melting and interactionoccurred betweenthe quartz
grains, causing a larger PSD to result. Measured reaction rates and
correspondingparticle temperatureswere much greater for the Ca(org.)-Si-S
system as comparedto the Ca(min.)-Si-Sat 900°C. The carbon conversion
versus residencetimes for the Ca(org.)-Si-Sand Ca(min.)-Si-Shave been
previouslygiven in Figures 22 and 23.
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Figure 24. Particle-sizedistributionof minerals in Ca(min.)-Si-Scoal
(determinedusing CCSEM) and fly ash (determinedusing Malvern
analysis).

TABLE 7

Mineral and AmorphousPhase Compositionof
Ca(org.)-Si-SSyntheticCoal and Fly Ash (wt%)

Fly Ash

Mineral/Phase Syn. Coal 900°C 1100°C 1300°C 1500°C

CCSEM Cross-SectionAnalysis

Quartz 92.9 82.6 89.2 92.8 90.4
Calcite/CaO 1.6 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1
Ca-Silicate 0.1 4.2 4.6 4.6 4.2
Gypsum/Anhydrite 0.0 0.6 0.1 0.0 0.0
Ca-Si-S Mixture 2.1 4.1 1.6 1.3 1.5

CCSEM Surface Analysis

Quartz -- 78.2 85.2 86.8 79.2
Calcite/CaO -- 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.1
Ca-Silicate -- 10.9 10.6 11.2 11.8
Gypsum/Anhydrite -- 1.9 O.3 O.0 4.6
Ca-Si-SMixture -- 6.1 2.7 1.2 3.4

XRD Bulk Analysis

Major Quartz Quartz Quartz

Minor Anhydrite CaO
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Figure 25. Particle-size distribution of minerals in Ca(org.)-Si-S coal
(determined using CCSEM)and fly ash (determined using Malvernanalysis).

The Na(org.)-Si-S system, summarized in Table 8, produced lower levels
of quartz and increasing levels of sodium sulfate and amorphous sodium
silicate at lower temperatures (900° and 1100°C). Bulk compositions based on
CCSEMdata for Na, Si, and S show decreases in the Na and S and increases in
the Si with increased temperature. Phases in the Na-Si-S mixture, as
identified by CCSEM,contained Si and S as either amorphous sodium silicate or
sodium sulfate. XRDdid confirm the presence of a sodium-carbonate-sulfate
mineral in the 900°C ash. The presence of the sodium-containing phases at
lower temperatures was due to their greater stability at the lower
temperatures. With increased temperature, sodium and sulfur become un'_table
and enter the vapor phase. Therefore, at 1500%, virtually no Na, S, 'ar
amorphous Na-Si-S mixture was left in the ash (Table 8). The particle-size
distribution of the Na(org.)-Si-S fly ashes (Figure 26) indicates that the
15000Cash is much smaller than ash produced at the lower temperatures. This
agrees with previous results from another experiment by Ludlow and others
(16). The finer ash size was not the result of the fragmentation of quartz
grains or the formation of fine sodium sulfates, but may have been the result
of the burning char itself fragmenting. Another viable explanation is that
agglomeration of the quartz particles was prohibited because the low melting
point sodium silicates and sulfates, which act as "glue" to cause particle
coalescence, were not able to remain stable at 1500°C. Sodium silicates and
sulfates are generally stable at temperatures ranging between 800°-1000%.
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TABLE8

Mineral and Amorphous Phase Composition of
Na(org.)-Si-S Synthetic Coal and Fly Ash (wt%)

F1y Ash

Mineral/Phase Syn. Coal 900°C 1100°C 1300°C 1500°C

CCSEM Cross-Section
Analysis

Quartz 81.3 62.3 87.4 98.2 95.9
Na-Si-S Mixture 9.6 30.1 7.5 1.0 0.9

CCSEM Surface Analysis

Quartz 81.3 86.4 97.3 94.8 96.0
Na Si-S Mixture 9.6 10.5 1.8 2.3 1.6

XRD Bulk Analysis

Major Quartz Quartz Quartz Amorphous
Cristobalite

Minor Na6C03(S04)2

Bulk Composition (XRF)

Na* 17.0 27.3 7.3 2.9 0.5
Si 60.8 46.7 62.0 89.5 91.7
S* 15.6 18.8 21.1 1.2 1.0

* Expressed as normalized x-ray energy counts.

0 1 i , _ _,_ i, ,

L50 _ Syn. Coal

° HE _ Bulk Filter @900°C

:_ 40 - [_ _ Bulk Filter @1100°Co

> FI Bulk Filter @ 1500 oC30-

20-

0 _ _I_ _
0 100

Size (microns) LoglO So'ale

Figure 26, Particle-size distribution of minerals in Na(org.)-Si-S coal and
ash.
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The Fe(min)-Al-Si system compositions are given in Table 9.
Decomposition of the pyrite is nearly complete at 900°C, with only small
amounts of oxidized pyrrhotite remaining and the bulk of the iron converted to
iron oxide. Some interaction of the iron oxide with the kaolinite to form an
iron aluminosilicate phase is seen at 900°C. The degree of interaction
remains relatively constant until 1500°C, whereupon the proportion of iron
aluminosilicate approximately doubles. This behavior is consistent with the
decomposition/oxidation behavior of pure pyrite in air at 900°C, which, as
shown in Table 9, primarily forms iron oxide with a lesser amount of oxidized
pyrrhotite. Although some interaction between the kaolinite and iron oxide
occurs at lower temperature and long residence times, the lack of a fluxing
agent discourages substantial interaction until, at 1500°C, the ash approaches
the melting points of aluminosilicates (1500°C) and iron(lll) oxide (1565°C).

The size distributions of the Fe(min.)-Al-Si coal and bulk filter ashes
are shown in Figure 27. There is a small decrease in ash particle size of the
900°C bulk filter from that of the parent coal. This is attributed to some
fragmentation of the pyrite as it oxidizes to form iron oxide. The remainder
of the bulk filter ash samples at higher temperature have size distributions
very similar to each other and intermediate between that of the 900°C ash and
the rarent coal.

4.4 Discussion

Interactions between the inorganic components of the synthetic coals
were followed as a function of residence time and furnace temperature by
analysis of individual mineral particles employing CCSEM. Samples analyzed
were prepared by two techniques: cross-sectioning of particles embedded in an
epoxy matrix, and dispersion on double-stick tape. The use of the two
techniques provides complementary information as to the mineral composition of
the particles. Cross-sectioning is more sensitive to bulk composition, while
dispersion will more readily detect surface deposition on a particle.

TABLE 9

Mineral and Amorphous Phase Compositionof
Fe(min.)-AI-SiSyntheticCoal and Fly Ash (wt%)

Syn. Coal Bulk Filter Bulk Filter Bulk Filter Bulk Filter
MineraIs (CCSEM) 900°C 1I00°C 1300°C 1500°C

Iron Oxide 0.6 39.2 33.4 35.9 35.8

Kaolinite 21.4 37.0 40.3 39.1 25.2

Fe Aluminosilicate 0.0 13.7 13.3 12.3 25.2

Aluminosilicate 1.2 1.0 2.4 4.5 5.7

Pyrite 65.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Pyrrhotite 3.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Oxidized Pyrrhotite 0.6 2.1 1.5 0.0 0.7

Other 3.5 2.5 3.2 4.1 3.1

Unknown 3.5 4.5 5.9 4.I 4.3
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Figure 27. Particle-size distribution of minerals in Fe(min.)-Al-Si coal and
ash.

Elemental analyses of about I000 to 3000 mineral particles were obtained
for each CCSEManalysis. Although CCSEMcannot identify specific mineral
phases per se, the elemental percentages obtained can be used to infer
interactions between the initial discrete inorganic components of the coals.

Since the synthetic coals under consideration contain simple three- and
four-component inorganic systems, it is feasible to follow trends in particle
composition even though individual compositions are not classifiable as
particular mineral species, as has been done in previous studies of natural
ash samples using CCSEM. Due to the large volume of composition data for
individual ash particles, the data is presented as ternary scattergraphs of
particle compositions versus percentage of three primary elemental components.

4.4.1 The Ca(min.)-Si-S System

Interaction of the inorganic components begins at 900°C, as shown in
Figure 28. X-ray diffraction of the 900°C sample indicates the presence of
calcium sulfate, as well as calcium oxide and Ca(OH)2 as minor crystalline
phases, although essentially all particles contain <25% sulfur. Figure 28
also shows the particles contain a wide continuous range of calcium and
silicon compositions. At higher temperatures, sulfur phases are not stable,
as the maximum sulfur composition generally decreases to <10% at 1500°C. The
Ca(min.)-Si-S system shows the same broad range of calcium-silicon composition
at the maximumtemperature studied, as shown in Figure 29. Examination of the
PSDdata revealed a very slight increase in particle size with increasing
temperature (Figure 24).
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4.4.2 The Ca(orq.)-Si-SSystem

Due to the highly dispersednature of the organic calcium in the
syntheticcoal, the organic calciumappearsto react with the silicaparticle
surface,as the coal matrix burns away. Higher levels of calciumare detected
by the CCSEM on the surfaces of the particles. Although initiallyhighly
dispersed,the distributionsof the organiccalcium-silica-sulfurwith
increasingtemperatureare generallysimilarto those for the Ca(min.)-Si-S
system. The major difference is the scarcityof calcium oxide and calcium-
sulfurspecies. Some indicationof a calcium-sulfurspecies is seen in the
900°Cdistributionin Figure 30. The presenceof sulfated speciesat 1500°C
was negligible,as illustratedin Figure31. Particle-sizedistribution
analysisshowed an initialdecrease in mean particle size from 900° to 1100%,
with little change in mean diameterthereafter(Figure25).

4.4.3 The Na(orq.)-Si-SSystem

Interactionof the ash componentsof the Na(org.)-Si-.Scoal is seen to
occur at 900°C,as shown in Figure 32. Clustersof data points close to 100%
Si and Na indicate the expected presenceof silica and a pure sodiumphase,
probablyNa20. Another clusterat 50%-75%Na and 25%-50%S is indicativeof
the formationof a sodium sulfate species. X-ray diffractionanalysisof the
ash does, in fact, confirmthe presence of burkeite (Na6[C03][S0,]2)as a minor
crystallinephase. A significantnumber of points indicate interactionof Na,
Si, and S across a wide compositionalrange.

There is a dramatic compositionalchange in the ash collectedat 1100°C
and higher temperatures. The intermediatecompositionsdisappear,and the
great majority of the particlesnow are comprisedof >90% siliconand <10%
sodiumand sulfur. At 1500°C,essentiallyall the sodium and sulfur species
are in the vapor phase, and very little interactionwith the silicais
observed. This is illustratedin Figure 33 and is indicativeof the loss of
sodiumand sulfur by devolatilization. PSDs show a gradual decreasein mean
particle size with increasingtemperature,indicatingthat little or no
mineralparticle agglomerationoccurredor that some fragmentationof the char
particlesoccurred during combustion (Figure26). Examinationof the fly ash
producedat high temperaturesindicatedthat melting of the quartzgrains had
occurred.

4.4.4 The Fe(min.)-AI-SiSystem

The S-Fe-Si and AI-Fe-Si compositionaldiagrams of the raw Fe(min.)-Al-
Si syntheticcoal obtained from CCSEM analysisare shown in Figures34 and 35,
respectively. Figure 34 shows the iron and sulfur to be associatedprimarily
as pyrite,and Figure 35 shows the aluminumand silica associatedas
kaolinite. The diagrams for the bulk filter ash produced at 900°Care shown
in Figures36 and 37. As shown, the sulfur has almost entirely disappearedto
a level of less than 10%, and the iron is isolatedprimarilyas an iron
compound,probably iron oxide. The Al and Si are still clusteredtogetheras
kaolinite,but with a small scatteringof values up the midline of Figure35,
indicatingsome interactionwith the iron to form iron aluminosilicates.
Figures38 and 39 of the ash at 1500°Care virtuallyidenticalto the
correspondingdiagrams at 900%, with the exceptionof a slight broadeningof
the kaolinitecluster, indicatingincreasinginteractionwith the iron oxide
at the higher temperature.
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Figure 32. Composition of ash particles produced from Na(org.)-Si-S at 900°C.
Data from a cross section of the bulk filter ash.

Figure 33. Composition of ash particles produced from Na(org.)-Si-S at
1500°C. Data from a cross section of the bulk filter ash.
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4.5 Combustion Testing of the Eagle Butte/Kentucky #g Blend

4.5.1 Introduction

Reductions in S02 emissions from coal-fired power plants are required to
meet increasingly stringent emission standards. One of the methods used to
achieve lower emissions is to blend coals. Blending can reduce the total
sulfur content of an easternhigh-sulfurcoal boilerfuel by dilutingwith a
lower-sulfurwestern coal, but not without complications. The distributionof
inorganiccomponents in the western subbituminouscoals differs significantly
from eastern bituminous coals. Subbituminouscoals contain high levels of
organicallyassociatedcations(Na, Ca, Mg). Upon combustion,these
organicallyassociatedspeciesform small particlesthat are very reactive
fluxing agents and reduce the viscosityof liquid phasesresponsiblefor some
slaggingand fouling problems.

In addition,these alkaliand alkaline earth componentscan become
sulfated,causingS02 capture,but possibly also causingbackpassfoulingon
superheatersurfaces. One approachto predictthe ash behaviorof blended
coals is to generate experimentalfly ash from the coals and the blend in a
laboratory-scaleDTF to simulatetemperaturesand particleresidence
conditions in a full-scaleboiler. The initialcoals, blend, and fly ashes
are analyzed using CCSEM and SEMPC. The closelycontrolledcombustion
experimentsand detailed analysesprovide insightsinto ash behaviorand the
effects of coal blending on combustionsystems.

4.5.2 Methods

The two coals selectedfor the experimentwere I) Kentucky#9, a high-
sulfur eastern bituminouscoal; and 2) Eagle Butte, a low-sulfurwestern
subbituminouscoal high in calcium. A blend ratio of 70% Eagle Butte and 30%
Kentucky #9 was chosen on the basis of sulfur dioxidecompliancelevels. This
ratio considers both dilutionof the high-sulfurcoal and sulfur capture by
calcium contained in the westerncoal.

4.5.2.1 Eagle Butte/Kentucky#9 Coal Blend Preparation

Approximately1000 poundsof Eagle Butte and Kentucky#9 coal was
obtained to prepare an Eagle Butte/Kentucky#9 blend. Each coal was crushed
and pulverizedseparatelyto obtain an approximate70% -200-meshgrind.
Proximate/ultimateand ash analyseswere performedon each of these parent
coals to determine a blend ratio for testing. Based on the resultsof these
analyses,a blend of 70% Eagle Butte/30%Kentucky#9 by weight was prepared.

The 70/30 Eagle Butte/Kentucky#9 blend was preparedby weighing out
appropriateamountsof the two coals in a hopper. The 70/30 ratio was then
placed in a revolvingmixer to blend the two coals. The blend was split into
five approximately150- to 200-1b samples by using a five-wayrotating
splitter. One of the five splitswas further riffledto obtain a 100-, 30-,
and 1-1b sample, as well as samplesfor analysisand testing in the EERC DTF.
All samples were stored in sealed containerspurgedwith nitrogen. Malvern,
proximate/ultimate,chemicalfractionation,and ash analyseswere performedon
the coal blend.
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4.5.2.2 Char and Fly Ash Productionfor Eagle Butte Kentucky#9
Blend

The 70/30 Eagle Butte/Kentucky#g blend was injected into the DTF at a
furnacetemperatureof 1500°Cand collectedat residencetimes of 0.05, 0.1,
0.2, 0.5, and 0.8 secondsto producechars at variousdegrees of burnoutand
ultimatelya carbon-freefly ash. Carbon dioxideand carbon monoxide levels
were recorded during these runs to determine carbonconversion. TGA was
performedon the ash collectedfor each of the tests.

Carbon conversionpercentageswere calculatedfor the Eagle Butte/
Kentucky #9 blend tests performedin the DTF by the three methodsdescribed
earlier. Carbon conversioncomparisonsat 1500°Cfurnacetemperatureare
shown in Figure 40.

Fly ash productionin the DTF of Eagle Butte/Kentucky#9 under air was
performedat a furnacetemperatureof 1500% and residencetime of 2.6
seconds. The ash was collectedon a bulk filter and submittedfor analysis.
The DTF run conditionsused for the short residencetime and fly ash
productiontests are shown in Table 10.
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Figure 40. Carbon conversiondeterminationsduring the DTF combustionof
Eagle Butte/Kentucky#9 blend. Three methodswere used to make
the determinationsincludinga methodwhich used on-linegas
analyzers,a weight loss method, and a TGA method.
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TABLE I0

DTF Run Conditions for Eagle Butte/Kentucky#9 Blend

Drop-Tube Furnace Carbon-Loss Tests

Coal
Res DTF O= Feed CO= CO 02 Pri Sec Quench Vac CO= CO Pb Amb. Carbon Carbon Coal Comb.

Test Coal Time Temp (%) Rate Act Act Act Flow Flow Flow Flow Holes Holes Press Temp. Orig Conv. Burned Cony.
ID Type (Sec) (°C)Init (g/m) (%) (%) (%) (L/m) (L/m) (L/m) (L/m) (rain) (rain) (ramItg) (°C) (%) (%) (%) (%)

EB/KY-OI9] 70/30 BL 0.80 1500 21.0 0.098 2.92 0.0052 18.53 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0046 0.000008 736.89 Z/.O 51.8 109.0 102.5 98.5

EB/KY-0291 70/30 BL 0.50 1500 21.0 0.094 2.95 0.0221 17.94 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0047 0.000035 736.89 27.0 51.8 115.6 100.2 94.9

EB/KY-0391 70130 BL 0.20 1500 21.0 0.090 2.17 0.1157 18.74 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0034 0.000182 736.89 27.0 51.8 92.9 81.8 73.3

EB/KY-0491 70130 BL 0.10 1500 21.0 0.092 1.92 0.1688 18.85 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0030 0.000266 736.89 27.0 51.8 82.9 78.2 55.3

EB/KY-0591 70130 BL 0.05 1500 21.0 0.100 i.74 0.2447 18.77 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0028 0.000386 736.89 27.0 51.8 72.6 74.8 40.1

EB/KY-0691 70130 BL 2.63 1500 21.0 0.084 2.37 0.0005 18.84 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0038 0.000001 742.79 26.0 51.8 104.3 103.1 0.0

EB/KY-0791 70/30 BL 2.63 1500 21.0 0.084 2.72 0.0000 17.23 0.8 3.2 3.0 7.2 0.0043 0.000000 738.69 25.0 51.8 1].9.4 106.6 0.0

TABLE 11

Five-StageMulticycloneData and Exit Gas CompositionResults for
Eagle Butte/Kentucky#9 Blend Fly Ash Production

Run # CIT-EBKY9-O191 1

Furnace Configuration: Slagging

Coal Type EB/KY#9 70130 Blend Gas Composition

Coal Ash % 7.34 Nitrogen 78.44

Coal Size (/_) 31.4 Oxygen 17.23
Density (g/c) 1.18 Carbon Honoxide 0.00
Coal Fed (g) 6.3 Carbon Dioxide 2.72

Hoisture 1.61

Furnace Wall Temp(°C) 1530
Cyclone Box Temp ('C) 101 Run Time (min) 75
Ambient Temp (°C) 25 Max. Particle Size (pm) 31.4
Pb (mml..Ig) 738.69
Vacuum(L/m) 7.2
Viscosity (micropoise) 211.79

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Fi]ter Totals

I_SS(g) 0.0626 0.0076 0.0206 0.0190 0.0304 0.0271 0.1673
PCT 37.42 4.54 12.31 11.36 18.17 16.20 100.00

D50 (/_m) 17.11 ].4.79 8.90 5.55 2.19 16.20



The six-stage cascade multicyclone collection device was used to
aerodynamically size segregate ash produced from the blend in the DTF. The
run conditions used for this test were a 1500% furnace temperature and a
residence time of 2.6 seconds. Table II shows the multicyclone and exit gas
composition results from this test. Most of the fly ash mass (37%) was
collected in Stage I of the multicyclone. This stage collected ash that had
an aerodynamic diameter size average of 17 jura. The multicyclone filter had
significant quantities of fly ash that were less than 2 #m, primarily due to
the production of fine ash from the Eagle Butte coal.

Ash deposits were also grown under fouling conditions for the Eagle
Butte, Kentucky #9, and Eagle Butte/Kentucky #9 blend in the optical DTF. The
optical DTF deposition probe is designed to simulate a boiler tube typical of
those found in full-scale utility boilers. The probe maintains a sacrificial
sample coupon attached to the probe at a specific temperature by aspirating
water and nitrogen into an inner shell housing the coupon. The coupon
temperature can be varied over a broad temperature range by adjusting the
mixture of nitrogen and water in the deposition probe. The deposition probe
consists of inner and outer shells surrounding a sample coupon, all attached
to a stainless steel tube. In the inner shell, a series of annular tubes
carry nitrogen and water to and from the probe to cool it and also to help
keep the outer shell cool. The inner shell is removable from the probe and
extends the full length of the probe. The annular tubes are surrounded by an
outer shell which is attached to the end of the probe. The outer shell is
insulated to minimize temperature loss in the optical zone and to help prevent
oxidation. The deposits are grown on a sample coupon attached to the end of
the deposition probe. These sacrificial coupons can be machined from any
desired metal. A constrictor is used to accelerate the gas flow to
approximately 15 m/sec before it impinges on the coupon. The upper surface of
the coupon is curved to match the radius of the probe. The probe accepts a
thermocouple to provide temperature measurements.

Table 12 gives the furnace conditions for the deposits. The deposit
morphology was determined by optical and SEMexaminations. The chemical
content of the bases and main portions of the deposits was determined using
SEMPCanalysis.

4.5.2.3 Coal, Char, and Ash Analysis Techniques

The CCSEMtechnique was used to analyze the original coal particles and
the DTF-generated fly ash. This technique determines the size, shape,
quantity, and composition of the mineral grains in coal (20). The chemical
composition data obtained are used to classify particles into mineral or
chemical categories. By inspection of simultaneously collected digital
backscatter images, the mineral grains can be further classified as locked
into or liberated from the coal particle. Chemical fractionation analysis (2)
was used to determine the amount of organically bound elements in the Eagle
Butte, Kentucky #9, and the Eagle Butte/Kentucky #9 blend.

The SEMPCtechnique was used to analyze the DTF-generated fly ash and
deposits to determine detailed chemistry of the liquid phase and to derive the
viscosity. This technique quantitatively determines the relative amounts of
phases present in entrained ashes and deposits (3). The method involves
microprobe analysis of a large number of random points in a polished cross
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TABLE 12

Drop-TubeFurnace Parametersfor Ash Deposits,Using Slagging Conditions

Parameter Eagle Butte Kent. #9 Blend

Gas Flow per Minute:

PrimaryAir 0.8 0.8 0.8

SecondaryAir 3.2 3.2 3.2

Vacuum 7.2 7.2 7.2

Temperatures(°C):

Preheater I000 I000 I000

Furnace I 1530 1530 1530

Furnace2 1530 1530 1530

Optical Zone 1100 1100 1100

Substrate 525 535 530

Other Parameters:

Coal Burned (g) 2.07 0.18 0.69

Feed Rate (g/min) 0.094 0.090 0.099

Run Duration (min) 22 2 7

Ash Fed (g) 0.0865 0.0256 0.053

Ash Collected (g) 0.0614 0.0155 0.0266

Ash Collected/fed(%) 70.98 60.56 50.19

sectionof a sample. The sample matrix-correctedcompositionsare classified
into mineral or chemicalcategoriesbased on variousweight and molar ratios
developed from stoichiometryof the phases. Points not classifiableinto the
phase categoriesare assumed to be amorphousand representthe liquid phase
during deposition. Since the chemistryof the liquid phase is known, the
viscositycan be calculated (22).

4.5.3 Coal Characterization

Table 13 gives the coal characteristicsfor the Eagle Butte and
Kentucky #9 coals and the 70% Eagle Butte/30%Kentucky#9 blend. The ash
content is greatest for the high-volatilebituminousKentucky #9 coal as
comparedto the subbituminousEagle Butte coal. The blend has an ash content
intermediatebetween the two parent coals.

The proximateand ultimate analysesof the blend correspondextremely
well to what would be predictedfrom a 70/30 mixture based on the analysesof
the parent coals. It thus appearsthat the blendingoperationwas quite
successfullyperformed. The elementalcontentof the blend reportedas oxide
percents and the mineralcompositionof the blend also correspondcloselyto
that calculatedfor a blend of 70% Eagle Butte and 30% Kentucky#9. The
slightly higher iron and sulphurconcentrationsmay be caused by the density
and computationalpropertiesof the pyrite during the pulverizingand blending
process.
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TABLE 13

Analysesof As-Fired Fuels: Eagle Butte and Kentucky #9
X-Ray Fluorescenceand Proximate/UltimateResults (in weight percentages)

EB KY Meas. EB/KY Calc. EB/KY

Proximate

Moisture 27.3 6.5 21.8 21.1
Volatile Matter 35.0 37.3 34.5 35.7
Fixed Carbon 33.5 42.3 36.3 36.I
Ash 4.2 13.8 7.3 7.1
Caloric Value 9,254 11,618 9,815 9,963

Ultimate

Hydrogen 6.7 5.2 6.3 6.3
Carbon 51.8 63.7 53.8 55.4

Nitrogen 0.6 1.3 0.8 0.8
Sulfur 0.4 4.1 1,5 1.5
Oxygen 36.3 11.9 30.2 29.0
Ash 4.2 13.8 7.3 7.1

ElementalOxides

Si02 29.1 44.2 36.5 37.9
A1203 17.I 19.2 18.3 18.3
Fe203 7.2 23.8 17.3 16.9
Ti02 1.5 0.6 1.0 1.0
P20s O.9 O.5 O.7 O.7
CaO 31.4 7.5 19.2 17.4
MgO 11.0 i.5 4.0 5.4
Na20 1.4 0.8 1.4 1.0
K20 0.4 2.0 1.4 1.3
SOs 18.1 6.1 17.1 11.1

Mineral Basis (from CCSEM)

Quartz 3I.20 9.I0 1I.O0 18.3
Iron Oxide 2.00 0.10 0.20 0.9
Periclase O.O0 O.O0 O.O0 O.0
Rutile 0.90 0.I0 0.40 0.4
Alumina O.O0 O.O0 O.O0 O.0
Calcite 0.40 7.50 7.60 4.6
Dolomite 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.2
Ankerite 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0
Kaolinite 30.50 11.40 12.80 19.3
MontmoriIlonite i.90 3.20 2.60 2.7
K AI-Silicate 0.50 19.20 14.80 11.4
Fe AI-Silicate 0.10 0.80 0.90 0.5
Ca AI-Silicate 1.00 0.10 0.20 0.5
Na AI-Silicate 0.30 0.20 0.20 0.2
AluminosiIicate 2.60 I.20 O.80 i.8
Mixed AI-Silica 0.00 0.20 0.40 0.1
Fe AI-Silicate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0
Ca-SiIicate O.O0 O.20 O.O0 O.I
Ca Aluminate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0
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TABLE 13 (continued)

EB KY Meas. EB/KY Calc. EB/KY

Mineral Basis (from CCSEM) (continued)

Pyrite 11.30 36.80 38.90 26.2
Pyrrhotite O.O0 O.I0 O.I0 O.I
Oxidized Pyrrhotite 0.80 0.00 0.00 0.3
Gypsum 0.00 O.10 0.70 O.I
Barite 0.40 0.00 0.30 0.2
Apatite 0.00 0.40 0.00 0.2
Ca-AI-P 7.00 0.00 0.40 2.9
KCl 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0
Gypsum/Barite 0.20 0.00 0.10 O.I
Gypsum/Al-SiIicate O.30 O.20 O.I0 O.2
Si-Rich 1.40 3.00 1.70 2.3
Ca-Rich 0.00 0.20 0.10 0.I
Ca Si-Rich 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0
Unknown 6.90 5.90 5.40 6.3

Major differencesin mineralcontent are apparentbetweenthe parent
coals in Table 13, as determinedusing CCSEM analysis. Major mineralsin the
Eagle Butte coal are quartz, kaolinite,and pyrite,while the Kentucky#9 coal
has major amounts of pyrite, kaolinite,and K-aluminosilicateswith little
quartz. The blend mineral composition,primarilywith the exceptionof
pyrite, is approximatelythat expected.

PSDs of the mineral particlesin the fuels (Figure41) show the Eagle
Butte coal to have the smallestmean particlesize and Kentucky#9 coal to
have the largest. The blend is closest in PSD to that of the Eagle Butte
coal. Figure 42 shows an SEM image of the blend. The lighter-colored
particlesare Eagle Butte coal, while the darker particlesare Kentucky#9
coal. The difference in brightnessis due to the higher calciumcontentof
the Eagle Butte coal, in which the calciumis highly dispersedas organically
bound calcium ions (Table 14). Again, the blend compareswell with the
compositioncalculated for a 70% Eagle Butte/30%Kentucky#9 mixture.
Detailed results of the chemicalfractionationanalysesfor the coals are
given in AppendixA.

4.5.4 Char and Fly Ash Characterization

The 70/30 Eagle Butte/Kentucky#9 blend was combusted in the DTF at a
furnacetemperatureof 1500°Cand residencetimes of 0.05, 0.10, 0.20, 0.50,
and 0.80 seconds. The extractedchars were characterizedby Malvernand CCSEM
analysis. Table 15 gives the CCSEM-determinedmineral compositionas a
functionof residencetime. The most significantchange in mineral
compositionis the rapid decrease in pyrite concentrationafter 0.10 second,
accompaniedby a concurrentincrease in the iron oxide concentration,arising
from the decompositionof the pyrite. Little change in the intermediate
pyrrhotiteand oxidized pyrrhotiteconcentrationsis seen. A similarrapid
decompositionof pyrite was seen with the pyrite-silica-aluminum
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TABLE 14

Summaryof OrganicallyBound Constituentsin Eagle Butte and Kentucky #9 Coals
CIT Test Fuels (wt% coal basis)

EB KY #9 EB/KY Calc. EB/KY

SiIicon O.O0 O.O0 O.O0 O.O0
Aluminum O.27 O.08 O.24 0.21
Iron 0.13 0.60 0.41 0.27
Titanium 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

PhospJlorus O.O0 O.07 O.03 O.02
Calcium 1.03 0.00 0.69 0.77
Magnesium O.36 O.02 O.21 O.26
Sodium 0.04 0.06 0.07 0.05
Potassium 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.02
Total Org. Bound 1.84 0.86 1.65 1.56

Total % Ash 4.20 13.80 7.30 7.08

syntheticcoal in an earliersection of this report. After 0.50 seconds,an
increaseof a few percent is seen in the concentrationof Fe Al-silicate,
indicatingsome interactionof the iron with the clay minerals presentin the
char.

As shown in Table 14, the majority of the calcium in the blend is
presentas organicallybound calcium species. There is a substantialincrease
in Ca-Al-silicateand Ca-aluminatespecieswith residencetime, indicating
that the organicallybound calcium has coalescedonto the ash and is
interactingwith the silica and clay mineralsas the organicportionof the
char burns away.

The Malvern size analysis for the 70/30 Eagle Butte/Kentucky#9 blend
and the chars is shown in Figure43. The mean particlesize increasesat the
shorterresidencetimes from 0.01 to 0.50 seconds. This increaseis probably
due to the swelling of the Kentucky #9 portionof the blend. Subsequent
combustionof the char at 0.50- and O.8-secondresidencetimes causes the char
mean size to decrease again. In contrast,the CCSEM sizing of mineral
particlesfor the chars is shown in Figure 44. In this case, the size of the
ash particlesactually increasessomewhatwith increasingresidencetime,
indicativeof some agglomerationof the mineralmatter.

A comparisoncan be made from the iron-alumina-silicaternarydiagrams
for the blend coal and blend fly ash shown in Figures45 and 46. As is seen,
the majority of interactionbetweenmineral phases during the fly ash
formationis a broadeningof the compositionof the original alumina-silica
clays. Very little interactionof the iron with aluminumand silica is seen.
This suggeststhat iron-richparticlesarisingprimarilyfrom the Kentucky#9
portionof the blend experienceonly limited interactionwith the alumina-
silica clays of the Eagle Butte portionof the blend.

Viscositydistributionsof silicateliquid phaseswere constructedfor
the 70/30 Eagle Butte/Kentucky#9 fly ash, the fly ashes from the two parent
coals, and a weighted 70-30 mixturederived from the viscositydistributions
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TABLE 15

Drop-Tube FurnaceTest Results of Blend Char and Fly Ash at 1500°C
Weight Percentageson a Mineral Basis

3108 3370 3371 3372 3373 3374 3375 Calc.
EB/KY#9 EBII(Y#9 EB/KY # 9 EBIKY#9 EB/KY #9 EBII(Y#9 EB/KY#9 EBIKY
coal Char Char Char Char Char Ash #9 Ash

O.05 sec O.1 sec 0.2 sec 0.5 sec 0.8 sec bf-cx"

Quartz 11.0 19.6 16.3 19.0 10.6 13.2 13.7 5.6

Iron Oxide 0.2 4.4 5.7 6.0 8.0 6.3 12.6 13.2

Periclase 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Rutile 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3

Alumina 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0

Calcite 7.6 6.9 8.4 4.4 I0.7 8.3 5.6 3.4

Dolomite 0.3 0.4 1.0 0.8 1.0 0.3 0.4 1.9

Ankerite 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.I 0.1

Kaolinite 12.8 17.2 13.0 14.7 16.6 12.0 11.1 4.2

Montmorillonite 2.6 4.5 2.0 5.9 3.2 4.0 6.7 6.3

K AI-Sil icate 14.8 12.9 8.7 14.3 7.0 6.0 3.1 2.5

Fe A1-Siltcate 0.9 0.3 0.4 0.6 2.0 2.8 2.3 8.8

Ca AI-Silicate 0.2 0.8 1.0 1.0 5.4 5.3 5.6 5.4

Na AI-Silicate 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.6 0.0 0.0

Aluminosilicate 0.8 2.2 0.8 2.6 2.4 2.5 2.9 2.2

Mixed A1-Sil ica 0.4 0.4 0.3 1.2 1.1 1.4 0.9 1.1

Fe-Silicate 0.0 0.I 0.1 0.0 1.2 0.I 1.6 0.6

Ca-Silicate 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.5 1.0 1.8 1.4 3.4

Ca-A1uminate O.0 1.3 2.3 3.3 7.3 9.6 5.8 11.4

Pyrite 38.9 13.0 22.1 5.7 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0

Pyrrhotite 0.1 0.8 1.5 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Oxidized Pyrrhotite 0.0 1.1 1.4 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0

Gypsum 0.7 0.4 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

Barite 0.3 0.2 0.I 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Apatite 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.3 0.6 0.0 0.2 0.0

Ca-AI-P 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

KCI 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Gypsum/Bari te O.1 O.1 O.0 O.1 O.0 O.0 O.0 O.0

Gypsum/A1-Silicate 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1

Si-Rich 1.7 1.8 1.0 3.7 2.1 2.8 4.8 4.3

Ca-Rich 0.1 0.3 0.9 0.7 1.9 1.9 1.3 5.0

Ca Si-Rich 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.6 1.2 1.6

Unknown 5.4 9.7 11.8 12.9 15.9 19.6 17.9 18.9

• Bulk filter cross section.
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of the two parent coals. A cumulative frequency plot of these four viscosity
distributions is shown in Figure 47. It is seen that the fly ash from the
parent Eagle Butte coal has the lowest viscosity distribution, and the fly ash
from the parent Kentucky #9 coal has the highest. Viscosity distributions for
the weighted mixture of the parent coals and the 70/30 Eagle Butte/Kentucky #9
blend fly ash are intermediate between the parent ash distributions. From
this information, it can be deduced that the Eagle Butte fly ash tends to be
the stickiest ash and the Kentucky #9 ash is the least sticky. When the
parent coals were blended and fired in the DTF, their product ash was
intermediate in viscosity distribution between that of the parent ash
viscosity distributions. The blend distribution is actually intermediate
between the weighted average of the parent fly ashes and the Kentucky #9
viscosity distribution. This may indicate that some limited interaction
occurred between the inorganic constituents of the 70/30 Eagle Butte/Kentucky
#9 blend during combustion in the DTF.

Viscosity distributions were also constructed for the bases and main
portions of the deposits grown under fouling conditions for the two parent
coals and the blend. Cumulative frequency plots of these viscosity
distributions, along with calculated viscosity distributions based on a
weighted average of the parent deposits, are shown in Figures 48 and 49. The
viscosity distribution of the blend base deposit is significantly less than
that calculated from the weighted average of the parent base deposits and is
approximately the same as that of the Kentucky #9 parent base deposit
viscosity distribution. Thus, the Kentucky #9 ash appears to dominate the
portion of the deposit that forms first. In contrast, the viscosity
distributions of the main deposits of the parent coals and the blend appear to
be nearly the same.

The results of the viscosity calculations indicate that the blend is
closer in viscosity distribution to that of the parent Kentucky #9, even
though the blend coal is comprised of 70% Eagle Butte coal and only 30%
Kentucky #9 coal. This indicates that a substantial reduction in sulfur
emissions could be achieved by blending, with only moderate deviation of the
ash viscosity from that of the parent Kentucky #9 ash.

Analysis of ashes generated in the DTF using fouling, fuel-rich
conditions showed interesting variations with different fuel-air
stoichiometric ratios. Ashes for each of the three coals, the Eagle Butte,
the Kentucky #9, and the Eagle Butte/Kentucky #9 blend, were produced using a
stoichiometric ratio of unity. The Fe-AI-Si synthetic coal was also combusted
under similar conditions with a stoichiometric ratio of unity. For
comparison, the stoichiometric ratio was varied for the blend; blend ash
samples with stoichiometric ratios of 0.75 and 1.4 were also analyzed.
Mineral compositions of each ash sample were determined using CCSEM,and are
shown in Table 16. As would be expected, the synthetic coal ash has the
simplest composition, containing primarily iron oxide, kaolinite, iron
aluminosilicate, and aluminosilicate. For the Eagle Butte, Kentucky #9, and
blend ash samples with stoichiometric ratios of unity, the composition of the
blend is intermediate between that of the two parent coal ashes, with the
exception of calcium aluminosilicate, which is higher in the blend than in
either of the parent ashes. This discrepancy may be the result of the
inclusion of one or more large calcium aluminosilicate particles in the blend
ash analysis. In general, the intermediate composition of the blend ash
corroborates the conclusions regarding coal blending discussed above.
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Comparison of blend ashes produced at varied fuel/air stoichiometric
ratios indicates several different trends among the mineral categories.
Weight percentages of Ca-Al-silicate and ankerite are directly proportional to
the stoichiometric ratio. The minerals calcite, K Al-silicate, Fe AI-
silicate, and Ca silicate show the opposite trend, with concentrations that
are inversely proportional to the changes in stoichiometric ratio. Several
other minerals, including iron oxide, dolomite, aluminosilicate, and Ca
aluminate, are present in greatest concentrations for a stoichiometric ratio
of unity, and decrease when the ratio is increased or decreased. The
kaolinite, gypsum/Al-silicate, and Si-rich categories are present in the
smallest weight percentages for a stoichiometric ratio of unity, and increase
in concentration as the ratio is varied. The fact that minerals of similar
chemical composition (i.e., Ca-bearing, silica-bearing, etc.) exhibit
different trends as the stoichiometric ratio is varied suggests that these
ratios have a complex effect on mineral transformation processess. The fuel-
rich conditions used during the experiments suggest that the coal may not have
been completely combusted, thus preventing the inorganic transformations from
proceeding to completion. The varied compositional trends observed in the
CCSEMdata may thus be understood as representative of a range of partially
complete transformations.
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TABLE 16

CCSEM Results for Ashes Produced Under Fuel-Rich,FoulingConditions
Area PercentMineral Basis (SR = stoichiometricratio)

Fe-AI-Si Eagle Butte KY #9 Blend Blend Blend Eagle Butte KY #9 Blend
Mineral SR = I SR = I SR = I SR = I SR = 0.75 SR = 1.4 O-rich O-rich O-rich

Quartz 0.3 4.5 13.8 9.7 9.9 6.1 4.6 7.3 9.3
Iron oxide 14.8 0.1 5.8 1.9 0.1 0.4 0.5 4.8 1.0

Rutile 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
Alumina 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0
Calcite 0.0 0.9 3.6 1.5 1.7 1.1 0.6 1.0 0.9
Dolomite 0.0 12.1 0.0 3.7 2.6 1.0 2.9 0.0 0.0

Ankerite 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.6 0.1 1.1 0.4 0.2 0.3
Kaolinite 36.3 0.5 16.6 6.8 12.0 9.1 0.3 10.8 5.1
Montmorillonite 1.9 0.0 12.4 4.9 5.8 4.8 0.1 6.3 2.5
K AI-Silicate 0.0 0.1 9.1 2.0 5.3 1.6 0.0 4.2 1.3
Fe AI-Silicate 22.0 0.0 6.2 1.4 2.0 1.3 0.0 7.3 1.5

Ca AI-Silicate 0.5 7.0 3.0 11.4 8.4 14.2 6.4 2.8 8.1
-_ Na AI-Silicate 0.3 5.0 1.4 1.5 2.0 4.7 3.7 0.0 0.0

Aluminosilicate 12.6 0.1 3.5 2.1 1.7 1.8 0.5 4.3 1.0
Mixed AI-Silicate 0.2 2.1 3.1 2.5 2.5 2.2 1.1 5.9 3.0
Fe-Silicate 0.2 0.0 0.8 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.5 0.0

Ca-Silicate 0.0 2.3 0.9 1.1 1.9 0.9 4.7 0.1 1.8
Ca Aluminate 0.0 13.5 0.2 6.3 3.7 4.2 17.1 0.0 1.5

Pyrite 0.0 -- 0.1 0.0 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Pyrrhotite 0.0 -- 0.I 0.0 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Oxidized Pyrrhotite 0.8 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.3

Gypsum 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.0 0.3 0.5 0.0 2.1 3.5
Apatite 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0
Ca-AI-P 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.! 0.0 0.0 0.0

Gypsum/AI-Silicate 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.9 1.6 2.6 5.5 0.4 3.5
Si-Rich 1.0 0.4 5.6 2.7 3.8 3.1 0.9 6.3 3.3
Ca-Rich 0.0 1.7 1.7 1.0 1.1 1.2 3.8 0.7 0.4
Ca Si-Rich 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.6 0.3 1.6 0.2 0.7
Unknown 8.9 48.4 11.I 36.7 27.0 37.5 45.I 34.3 50.9

Totals lO0.O I00.0 lO0.O I00.0 I00.0 lO0.O lO0.O 100.0 I00.0



XRD analysisof the blend ash samplesproducedat three different
stoichiometricratios shows that two ferritespinel, (Mg,Fe)(Fe,Al)204,a
reducedphase, is a major componentof the two ashes produced at
stoichiometricratios of 1.4 and 1.0. In contrast,ferrite spinel is present
only as a minor phase in the ash produced using a stoichiometricratio of
0.75. This variationsuggests a reducingenvironmentwas presentat the
lowest stoichiometricratio, preventingthe oxidationof pyrite and pyrrhotite
that would otherwiseoccur.

PSDs for the ashes generatedunder fuel-rich,fouling conditionsare
shown in Figures50 and 51. Figure 50 displayssize distributionsfor four
differentashes, all produced using a fuel/airstoichiometricratio of unity.
Distributionsfor the syntheticFe-AI-Siash and for the Eagle Butte ash both
peak in the 2.2- to 4.6-x1msize range. The distributionof the Kentucky#9
ash peaks in the 10- to 22-/imsize range, and the blend ash peaks in the 4.6-
to 10-_xmrange. Each size distributionis unimodal. The positioningof the
peak for the blend size distributionin betweenthat of the two parentcoal
ashes is expected based on the behaviorof the blend as a weighted mixture.
If the two componentsof the blend behaved independently,a bimodalsize
distributionwould result.

Size distributionsfor Eagle Butte/Kentucky#9 blend ash producedunder
three differentfuel/air stoichiometricratiosare presented in Figure51.
All three size distributionsare unimodal. The distributionfor a ratio of
unity peaks in the 4.6- to 10-_umsize range. The distributionsfor ratios of
0.75 and 1.4 both peak in the range 2.2- to 4.6 /An. The ash producedusing a
ratio of 1.4 has the narrowest size distribution(i.e.,the greatest
percentageof mass in the peak range),whereasthe ash produced using a
stoichiometricratio of 0.75 has the broadestsize distribution. These data
suggestthat a greater stoichiometricratio leads to a more uniformash
formationprocess,yielding a greater concentrationof particles in a single
size range.

4.5.5 Conclusions

The analysesof the parent coals and the 70/30 Eagle Butte/Kentucky#9
blend indicatesthat the blending operationwas quite successful,since most
of the blend physicalpropertiesare very close to a weighted averageof those
of the parent coals. Pyrite was seen to decomposeto iron oxide early in the
combustionprocess,with some subsequentinteractionof the iron with clay
minerals to form Fe-Al-silicatespecies. The calculatedviscosity
distributionof the blend ash is intermediatebetweenthose calculatedfor the
ashes of the parent coals, and similarto a simpleweighted averageof the
viscositydistributionsof the parent coal ashes.

Carbon conversionresults from the gas analysisand weight methods
indicatethat the Eagle Butte/Kentucky#9 blend was 100% combustedby 0.5
secondswith a furnacetemperatureof 1500%. TGA results indicatethat
combustionof the coal blend was almost completeby 0.8 seconds. The gas
analysis and weight methods of carbon conversionshow conversionshigherthan
100% for the longer residencetimes. In general,the differentmethodsof
conversion follow the same trends of conversion,with the TGA method showing
lower conversionpercentagesthan the other two methodsat all residencetimes.
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A blend of 70% Wyoming Eagle Butte low-sulfur(<1% mf) subbituminous
coal and 30% Kentucky #9 high-sulfur (4% mf) bituminouscoal was analyzed
using CCSEM. Experimentalfly ash was generatedin the DTF using a gas
temperatureof 1500°Cand residencetime of about 2.5 seconds (slagging
conditions). The fly ash was analyzed using SEMPC and CCSEM. Coal analyses
revealedthat the blendingoperationwas quite successfulsince the physical
and chemical componentsare nearly weighted averagesof the components in the
parent coals. The fly ash revealed little interactionbetweenthe mineral
componentsof the two differentcoals. The viscositydistributionsof liquid
phases in the blend fly ash under slaggingconditionswere intermediate
between those of the weightedaverage of the parent fly ashes and the Kentucky
#9 ash.

The bases and main portions of ash depositsgrown under fouling
conditionswere produced and then analyzedusing SEMPC. The viscosity
distributionof the base deposit of the blend was less than that calculated
for the weighted averageof the parent base deposits,and approximately
identicalto that of the Kentucky #9 base deposit. The viscosity
distributionsof the main portion of the depositswere similar for both parent
coals and for the blend. Although only 30% of the coal blend is Kentucky#9,
it appearsto dominate the ash viscositydistributionsmore than expected
based on a calculatedweighted averageof the parent ash viscosity
distributions.

Iron-richparticlesderived from the pyrite in the Kentucky #9 coal
experiencedonly limited interactionwith aluminosilicates,most of which had
sources in the Kentucky #9.

5.0 TASK3: DEVELOPMENTOF ANALYTICALMETHODS

The objectiveof Task 3 was to enable a precisecharacterizationof the
minerals present in pulverizedcoals and to coordinatean effort between
laboratoriesperformingCCSEM analysison coal in order to develop a
consistentmethodology. Standard methods of coal mineral characterizationdo
not provide the level of detail needed to predictthe interactionsthat take
place during combustion. The characteristicsof minerals which affect their
behaviorduring combustion includeI) chemicalcomposition,2) size, 3)
associationof the mineralswith the coal matrix,4) associationsamong
minerals, and 5) mineral shape. Presently,coal minerals are characterized
using a CCSEM,which yields mineral compositionsand sizes. The goals of Task
3 were to enhance the presentmethodologyto includeother significantmineral
characteristics,such as mineral associations,mineral shapes or morphology,
the relationshipof the minerals to the coal matrix, and the analysisof
individualsubmicronparticles. CCSEM was used togetherwith an automated
image acquisitionand characterizationprogramto provide the needed data.
One resultantmethodologyis a PBPSEM technique. A final objectiveof this
task focusedon standardizingCCSEM as a viable interlaboratorytechnique. A
round-robinanalysis of coal was initiatedfor the purpose of providinga
sound basis for differentlaboratoriesto compareCCSEM results. A possible
result of the round-robinCCSEM work is certificationof the CCSEM method
through an appropriateprofessionalsociety.
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